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Abstract
Autonomous system has an increasingly important role in small-scale urban agriculture. It has the

potential to enable people without professional agricultural skills to utilize the under-exploited urban

space on top of, or between the urban buildings to increase food production. It is important for global

food security given the background of increasing global population and decreasing total arable land in

the future. The aim of this research is to propose the classical planning approach to automate an existing

low-cost robotic platform: Farmbot, which is designed for small-scale backyard farming and evaluate the

feasibility of this approach. Specifically, we first propose the appropriate planning domain and problems

on Farmbot using the planning domain definition language (PDDL) to allow the common tasks on the

Farmbot to be achieved by automatically generated plans. Then, we explore the meaningful way to apply

plan metric in order to optimize those plans. Later, we propose an agent planning program, which enables

the automatic formulation of a sequence of planning problems and continuous plan generation over the

planning domain on Farmbot. A ROS project is developed to incorporate these planning components with

a controlling interface to enable plan dispatching and execution. The results and evaluation from multiple

experiments, including a benchmarking and a simulation show the feasibility of such an approach and also

validate our PDDL modelling, our agent planning program, the approach we apply plan metric to optimize

the plans and the entire system in the ROS project. This project introduces a new research problem and

increases the uptake of planning technology in real-world problems, most importantly it opens up many

options and opportunities for future research topics.
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I Introduction
AI planning is the study that aims to automate the reasoning about plans, more specifically about

formulating the plan to achieve a given goal in a given situation [1]. As its name implies, it is one of

the important research areas in Artificial Intelligence [1]. The early research mainly focused on specific

algorithms that are tied to particular problems and therefore, do not generalize [2]. Later, with the evolution

of AI planning technology, model-based planning techniques such as classical planning were developed

so that an algorithm for solving planning problems can generalize over a set of problems expressible via

the same planning model. Model-based planning often involves two parts: a formalization technique that

describe the initial situation, the actions available to change it, and the goal condition in the form of a

general representation, known as model, and a planning system, known as planner/solver that takes this

general representation as input and compute the solution, or plan composed of those actions that will

accomplish the goal when executed from the initial situation. [1].

The Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) is one such formalization technique. It is a descrip-

tion language based on the STRIPS formalization [3] which represents the knowledge in propositional

logic. It allows users to model problems, which can then be solved by a problem-independent planner

that takes in the formalization described using PDDL, converts the model into a search space or logical

reasoning problem and applies some problem solving techniques such as heuristic search or Boolean

satisfiability to solve it effectively. The planner does not need to know about the formal description

of the problem and hence, can be applied to any problem expressible using the PDDL language [1].

Although PDDL is not the only available modelling language, with its role in the International Planning

Competition [4], PDDL becomes the de-facto standard for representing classical planning problems [2]

and it is now the most supported language in terms of available planning systems [1]. As it continues to be

developed by worldwide communities, more features were added to PDDL, which enable it to model more

expressive domains such as numeric proposition, temporal plannings [5] and continuous processes [6].

Due to its usefulness and popularity, many researchers apply PDDL to solve real world problems [7]–[11].

In the area of agriculture, automation has increasingly become the interest of many researchers. With

the development of digital agriculture, we see many existing works apply AI technologies in attempt

to automate the agricultural process [12]–[16]. However, the vast majority of these works we reviewed

addressed their respective problem using non-generalized techniques, often developed with partnership

from industry and adopt different approaches for automation. These approaches are not international

standard and often close-source which are only available to users who purchase the product from these
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relevant researches.

In this paper, we present our PDDL approach to automate agricultural process through the Farmbot

platform. Farmbot is a comparatively low-cost robotic device designed for small-scale urban/backyard

family farming. It is a generic, computer numerically controlled (CNC), 3-axis Cartesian robot. Most

importantly, it is open-source, which means its design and other works related to it are widely available to

the worldwide communities. Farmbot in its current form, does not have any automation feature. It requires

human to program it by composing its available actions (i.e. moving to a certain position, turning on water

pump, etc.) into a sequence of actions that solve certain tasks (watering all plants, etc.). Users can do so by

utilizing a web-based drag-and-drop programming interface or writing scripts that use the API which call

and execute every single action. The nature of this ”sequence of actions” resemble the solution of classical

planning or the plan generated by a PDDL planner. Hypothetically, given an appropriate modelling of

the domain related to the Farmbot using PDDL language, those manually composed sequences of actions

can be generated automatically by planners. Without generating the plan automatically, users need to

manually program a different sequence of actions for every task and for every different garden layout.

Using the PDDL, a sequence of actions which otherwise requires complex change manually now only

requires changes to several predicates that describe the plant location in the PDDL file, then a different

sequence can be generated. Therefore, it has great advantage to use AI planning to automate the Farmbot

and address the current limitation of requiring manual programming of the task-solving sequences.

The aim of this research is to present an appropriate domain modelling using the PDDL language and,

enable the use of automated planning to solve common tasks on Farmbot (i.e. placing seeds to all available

positions; checking soil moisture for all plants; watering all plants, etc.). However, such plans will only be

text output by the planner program if we cannot instruct Farmbot to execute the plan, therefore, we also

aim to integrate the planning (the PDDL and plan generation) with the actuation (the plan dispatching

and controlling of Farmbot) with the ROSplan framework [17] and design the appropriate action dispatch

interface between ROSplan and Farmbot’s API. We immediately recognize a challenge: since the ROSplan

accepts only one PDDL domain file, it is necessary to model only one single domain that incorporates all

the possible predicates and actions. Each domain action should also be effectively modelled to correspond

to an action that can be executed by the Farmbot, so that the plan dispatching, which sends out instructions

to the Farmbot to execute every action in a sequence and the feedback mechanism, which reports the

success of current action and require the next action to be dispatched (or report failure and halt the system)

can be designed with minimal complexity. We will discuss the details of PDDL and ROSplan later in the
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literature review. PDDL has many extensive features beyond the strict classical planning model to support

multiple levels of expressiveness and utility. These extensive features often result in a more complicated

problem that requires additional problem solving effort. Action cost plan metric is one of the extensive

features we are interested, which enables us to find a more optimal plan but require additional modelling

effort and more sophisticated and expensive planners to solve. We will devise two PDDL domains, one

pure STRIPS domain and one with the additional action cost plan metric. A benchmarking experiment

will be conducted between these domains and their corresponding state-of-the-art planners. We aim to

find a trade-off between the advantage of the extensive domain and the complexity of solving such a

domain. In other words, investigating whether the additional PDDL feature brings us enough advantage

in modelling Farmbot and compensate the extra modelling and problem solving effort. Furthermore, we

aim to propose an agent planning program (APP) [18] over our proposed PDDL domains, which allows

us to synthesize a transition system so that our Farmbot does not halt after a single plan is executed, but

instead, carries out consecutive plans even in an infinite loop if necessary. For example, with only the

PDDL and the planner, only one plan can be generated and executed at a time. With APP, the agent can

synthesize multiple planning problems and execute the plans continuously and be able to make decisions

on the next planning problems. Therefore, many tasks can be completed one after another based on

the defined transition rules (i.e. placing seeds to all available positions, then watering all of them, then

removing the weeds around all the seeded positions, etc.). However, introducing the APP will introduce

another challenge to our domain modelling: we need to take into consideration the resulting world state

of a plan, meaning that the outcome of the domain actions in a plan should satisfy the condition in

the goal state that allows the existence of the precondition for any possible next plan. We will explain

this in detail later. Finally we will evaluate the automated system using a simulator we develop for this

research. Overall, we aim to show the feasibility of automating the operation of Farmbot through the use

of classical planning and PDDL, also to be the first work that proposes the relevant problems to the best

of our knowledge. With the success of this research, in the future, we might be able to extend the system

to a more sophisticated, fully automated farming solution that can be applied in many areas of agriculture.

This thesis is organized as follows. We will first conduct a literature review that covers important

existing works, these include the background and the relevant technologies, the works that contribute

meaningful knowledge to our work, the gaps in the current knowledge that motivate our research, and the

problems and challenges we will address. We then provide a short section on the problem statement. After

that, We describe problems on Farmbot and propose the classical domain modelling in PDDL based on

classical planning model and PDDL 1.2 language standard. Later we extend it to include the action cost
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plan metric introduced in PDDL 2.1. After that, we propose the integration architecture between PDDL

and Farmbot through Robot Operating System (ROS) [19] and ROSplan [17]. A comparison between

these domains will be done through a benchmarking of their corresponding planners while scaling up

the problem size and analyzing the relevant performance metrics. Later, we propose the Agent Planning

Program for our system, our implementation to integrate it, as well as the adaptions made to the original

one proposed in [18]. Last but not least, for evaluating the whole system, we create a simulator in Unity

Engine [20]. The result will be used to validate the correctness of the system as well as to select the best

domain and the corresponding planner alongside the findings from the benchmarking experiment. Finally,

we formally conclude our research, present the outcomes, contributions, significance and the limitations,

and discuss any possible future direction to the work.
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II Literature Review
As worldwide population growth and urbanization continue in the following decades, it is estimated

that by 2050, the population around the world will increase by around 3 billions [21]. This requires a

70%-110% increase in agricultural production to meet the global food demand [22]. However, due to the

increasing land required for industrialization, urbanization and people’s occupation, the total arable land

available by then will be only half of the size as today’s [22]. It is important to increase the efficiency of

agricultural production and create more farming space from places that are not traditionally considered

for agriculture. Small-scale urban agriculture emerges as a solution. It grows food in the urban area on

the unexploited space between or on top of the urban buildings and therefore, utilize those unconventional

space to increase food production. This form of agriculture is commonly in practice in the developing

world as a strategy to increase food security [23]–[25], but is not often considered as a mean to increase

the total food production due to several disadvantages. Compared to conventional large-scale agriculture,

small-scale farm on top or near the urban building are not easy to mechanize, requiring more labour input

and reducing economic viability [26]. Also, the success of urban small-scale agriculture in contributing to

the global food production requires more people to be mobilized as farmers in their second job, meaning

that if such a farming practice is massively adopted, the majority of the operators will be non-professional

farmers who might not have the luxury of time and necessary knowledge to precisely control the growing

and harvesting of the plants in their farms. It potentially degrades the economic performance of small-scale

urban farming and causes food waste [27].

With the development of precision agriculture, automated agricultural robots become a strong solution

to overcome these disadvantages [28]. They are complex integration of digital technologies capable of

performing precise control over the agricultural process and minimizing human labour input or interven-

tion. However, the existing automated solutions are mostly based on specific platforms with specialized

hardware actuators, such as weeding [13], pesticide spraying [29] and harvesting [14]. Therefore, they do

not generalize for all the necessary tasks one needs to perform on a farm. To fully automate a small-scale

farm, the individual, family or business owner needs to adopt and maintain all different task-specific

solutions at the same time. It will not just increase the cost significantly, but also introduce unnecessary

complexity for running and automating in a small-scale farming scenario where such a system is intended

to be deployed. Some recent studies looked into the design of the generic robot which can potentially be

adapted for different tasks and lower the hardware expense. Such a platform typically features a universal

tool mount that can easily switch the physical manipulator and allows great flexibility [28]. Amongst them,

a 3-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC) Cartesian gantry robot called Farmbot [30] (shown in
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Figure 1) receives most of our attention and becomes the chosen platform for us to conduct this research

due to several reasons. It is simply designed and manufactured platform, which gives its relatively low

cost. With its universal tool mount installed at the lower end of the z-axis (vertical gantry), it can flexibly

switch tools and perform different tasks. With these simple and generic designs, the automation solutions

based on the Farmbot platform can potentially be low cost. In addition, it is an open-source hardware,

which allows Farmbot and the research around it to be more accessible worldwide. Even though other

similar platforms exist [31, 32], Farmbot is the only commercially available, ready-to-use platform that is

both open-source and supported with its developer documentation and programming interface, therefore

it enables us to focus on automating the platform rather than having to develop our own hardware. Most

importantly, contrasting the many study on the hardware design for the generic platform that potentially

reduces the hardware expense on small-scale agriculture, the study to automate such a platform remains

a gap in the current knowledge.

Fig. 1: Photo showing the simple design of the 3-axis Cartesian robot

Farmbot

Currently, there is no specific study on the automation for Farmbot. While other automation solutions

exist on other modern agricultural robotic platforms, many of these solutions rely on the programming-

based approach [28]. That is, the software that enables them to perform tasks is manually composed. The

robots execute individual actions that are manually arranged in a sequence one by one. This approach

is often characterized by the lack of flexibility, meaning a small change in the working environment
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will require a modification in the existing composition of the actions. Farmbot in its default form is no

exception. Users need to program it via the web app by manually arranging its available actions into a

sequence and set the timer or event for such a sequence to be triggered (Figure 2), or do so by writing a

script which call each of the actions in a sequence through the official API. Although the programming-

based approach is a proven way in many existing automation solutions [13, 14, 29], repeating the same

approach to automate Farmbot contributes no novelty to the current knowledge. A more elegant approach

is to explore methods that can automatically generate such a sequence to complete a task [1]. In artificial

intelligence, classical planning [33] is such an approach. According to the definition [1], a problem is an

instance of classical planning if it can be formally modelled as S = 〈S, s0, SG, A, f〉. It is made up of

a finite set of states S, an initial state s0, a set of goal states SG, and a set of actions a ⊆ A(s), where

each action a applicable from s, maps one state s into another state s′ denoted by transition functions

s′ = f(a, s). Meaning that transition, or action a ⊆ A enables the transition from state s ⊆ S to state

s′ ⊆ S. The solution is a plan, which is a sequence of actions a0, ..., an that transforms a given initial state

s0 into a goal state sG ∈ SG and leaving a generated state trajectory s0, s1, ..., sG. Transitions between

states are assumed to happen instantaneously and deterministically (transition function s′ = f(a, s) with

action a will 100% change the world state from s to s′, contrasting to an action with probabilistic outcome).

The world is fully observable. The cost of each action is assumed to be uniform, which is equal to 1.

Provided that if there is an appropriate modelling to any problem, a plan, which is a sequence of actions

will be the solution to the problem. In the case of the Farmbot, if we model the problem according to the

classical planning model and map each of the available actions on Farmbot to an action defined in the

model, a solver to classical planning model will be able to automatically produce the solution, which is a

sequence of actions that takes Farmbot from a certain initial state to a goal state and hence, complete a task.

The motivation behind innovating the classical planning model, or in general, the model-based approach

is to enable separation of the problem description and problem solving. It allows any problem, applicable

to such a model to be described in a standard form that contains the information of the state space, the

initial state, the actions available to change states and the goal state. Therefore, a solver, which focuses on

problem solving, can take in this standard form and produce a plan composed of the sequence of actions

that will accomplish the goal when executed from the initial state [1]. The solver can be independent of the

actual problem itself as long as it is able to solve the problem based on this standard form and therefore,

enabling people who apply classical planning to real world problems to focus on constructing the model

which formalizes the problem and use an existing problem-independent solver to produce the solution.

This motivation gives rise to the STRIPS language [3], a language for describing the problem instance
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Fig. 2: Example of programming farmbot by manually arranging the

available actions into a sequence that complete certain task, using the

official web app interface

of the classical planning model. STRIPS further refines the definition of the classical planning model by

formalizing how the states and actions should be represented. In STRIPS formalization, the states are

represented in propositional logic. A state, including the initial state and the goal state, is represented by

a conjunction set of a number of facts (terms ’atom’, ’proposition’, ’fluent’, ’literal’ are interchangeable).

Facts are Boolean-valued, it is true if it is present in the conjunction set and false otherwise. An action

enabling the transition from state to state is done by adding new facts that are true in the new state, and

deleting facts that are no longer valid, and the action is only applicable from that state if the precondition

(also a set of facts) of the action is present in the conjunction set representing the current world state. A

problem in STRIPS can be formalized as a tuple P = 〈F,O, I,G〉 where F is a set of all facts, I ⊆ F is

the initial state, G ⊆ F is the goal state, O is the set of all transitions, or actions. Each action o ∈ O is

represented by an Add list Add, a Delete list Del and a Precondition list Pre where Add,Del, Pre ⊆ F .

The problems described in STRIPS are usually converted to graph search problems, where states are

vertices, the applicable actions between states are directed edges connecting the ’from’ states and the ’to’
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states. The initial state is the starting vertex of the graph search algorithm, and the algorithm terminates

when the vertex of the goal state is found, and the path the algorithm traverses from the initial vertex

to the goal vertex is returned as the plan (as illustrated in Figure 3). This powerful description language

allows any classical planning problem expressible using STRIPS to be solved by common graph traversal

algorithms such as breadth first search (BFS) [34] and depth first search (DFS) [35]. However, different

from conventional graph traversing problems, the planning problems usually have a very large state space.

The complexity of blind search algorithms like BFS and DFS will scale up very quickly and might run out

of memory (for BFS) or be trapped in a cycle (for DFS) [33]. With efficiency and safety in mind, heuristic

search algorithms [36] like A star search (A*) [37] and enforced hill climbing (EHC) [33] become more

common as the solver for STRIPS problems. The use of heuristic search reveals another powerful aspect

of STRIPS, which enables delete relaxation and efficient inference of well-informed heuristics such as

hAdd, hMax and hFF [33].

Fig. 3: Illustration of how STRIPS allow domain independent solver to

automatically generate plan for the problem modelled in STRIPS language

The implementation of STRIPS gives rise to the planning domain definition language (PDDL) [1].
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PDDL is a super-set of the STRIPS language, and slightly more generalized. The oldest PDDL standard

that is still in use: PDDL1.2 [38] is functionally identical to STRIPS. It phases out the STRIPS due to its

more flexible syntax that reduces hardships and tedious works in modelling classical planning problems.

A PDDL model typically separates the representation into two files: a planning domain and a planning

problem. The domain file defines the actions and the predicates, whose parameters are instantiated on

objects defined in the problem file to form the set of propositions and set of ground actions [2]. The

problem file defines the initial state, the goal state and the objects that are used as the parameters for

the predicates and PDDL actions defined in the domain file [2]. Allowing propositions to be instantiated

from fewer predicates with parameter objects is a great step forward in reducing repetitive works in

modelling. Separation of the definition of domain and problem allows multiple planning problems with

different initial states, goal states and objects but with the same proposition and action templates to be

instantiated on the same planning domain, further reducing tedium in modelling effort. The solver program

of the PDDL is called the PDDL planner. A PDDL planner usually consists of a parsing and knowledge

compilation component that convert the given PDDL models (domain and problem files) into a specific

data structure representing the search problem, and the problem solving component which will apply one

or more solving algorithms that take in the search problem and output the plan (for planners with multiple

solving algorithms, the planner will usually apply the default one first and switch to others if it fails, or

start with a specific one if users instruct).

For each PDDL standard [5, 6, 38], there exists a range of different planners that can solve the problem

modelled by the PDDL of that specific standard [39]–[43]. However, the choice of planner depends on

the PDDL standard and the language features used for modelling the actual problem. Different features

are supported by different planners and some planners only support part of the syntax, features and

assumptions set by a certain PDDL standard. Generally, planners for higher PDDL standards are backward

compatible with earlier PDDL standards. However, using a planner designed for higher PDDL standards

with more features on a search problem modelled in lower PDDL standard is often unnecessary and

wasting computational resources. This is because planners for higher PDDL standards usually have more

complicated knowledge compilation that results a much difficult search problem. That is to say, when

using the PDDL to model problems, it is better to always consider features available for lower PDDL

standards and move on to higher standards only when necessary. There always exists a trade-off between

the utility of different PDDL standards and the computational cost required by the corresponding planners.

Also, for planners that are all designed for the same PDDL standard, the performance difference exists.

The report of each international planning competition (IPC) [4, 44] is considered an important literature
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that indicates the best performing planners given certain PDDL standards. Combining with the existing

literature specific to each planner, including the the baseline and the state-of-the-art [39]–[43], researchers

who adopt PDDL to model their problems of interest are generally able to choose the top performing

planners for computing plans. However, the benchmarking results in the existing literature are generated

on some typical PDDL models and scenarios such as blocks-world [4]. These models are designed for the

purpose of competition and the performance results of planners on these models cannot be generalized

to all other domains, especially on new domains proposed by various researchers. Therefore, a common

practice observed from existing literature [8]–[11] that proposes a PDDL model on a new problem is to

select a few planners reported to have good performance and benchmark them on their proposed PDDL

models.

PDDL 1.2 [38], which is the earliest standard from 1998 that is still widely supported, can model

only the pure STRIPS problems. While almost all existing planners can solve the simplest STRIPS

model, the Fast-Forward planning system called the FF planner [39] is the most popular one designed to

efficiently solve this PDDL standard. It is considered a standard planner to compare with as a baseline

in research proposing new planners [40, 45] and still remains a robust, excellent up-to-date planner for

suitable problems, particularly where EHC, hFF and delete relaxation provide enough guidance. FF planner

parses the PDDL and represents the search problem exactly in pure STRIPS, a conceptual search graph is

then established where vertices are states represented by the conjunction of Boolean-valued propositions,

connected by edges representing valid actions that enable transitions between states. The planner then

apply enforced hill climbing (EHC) guided by hFF heuristic function [46] to find a solution path through

such a search graph that maps to a plan leading from the initial state to the goal state. When EHC fails to

find a plan, a complete greedy best first search (GBFS) [33] is triggered, guided by the same hFF heuristic.

As the knowledge compilation of FF planner is comparatively efficient and remains consistent across all

its derivatives and extensions, the complexity of the FF planner depends mainly on the heuristic search

algorithm. More specifically, the part that computes the heuristic value at a given state. The heuristic

function is essential to the heuristic search algorithms used in the FF planner, and acts as a ’guide’

that leads the algorithm to explore the state that is closer to the goal state first [47]. A good heuristic

function should achieve a balance between computational complexity and informedness. For example, a

heuristic function that always returns a constant value will be fast to compute, but it informs nothing as

the algorithm will not be able to tell the difference between any two states that it might explore next.

On the contrary, a heuristic function that always return perfect information such as exactly how far the

state is from the goal state will be very difficult to compute as it is equivalent to solving the entire search
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problem from any state. The hFF heuristic utilizes a strategy called delete relaxation [33, 46] that exploits

the STRIPS representation of the problem. It constructs a relaxed version of the original problem by

ignoring the effect of the Delete list Del of all the actions in the original STRIPS problem. The resulting

relaxed STRIPS problem will be much easier to solve, therefore hFF explicitly solves this relaxed problem

and return the cost of the solution plan of this relaxed problem as the heuristic. With this strategy, hFF

achieves a excellent informedness while still being efficient enough to compute. However, it still results

in a high computational time complexity: on average more than 70% of the time spent by the FF planner

on any PDDL model is used to compute hFF and hence, it becomes the major performance bottleneck

of the FF planner [39].

Recently, a new planner called best first width search (BFWS) [40], which is also designed for PDDL

1.2 introduces the new concept of ’novelty’. While using the same knowledge compilation which parses

the PDDL files and establishes the search problem as the FF planner, it applies a different class of search

algorithm also named BFWS. BFWS, unlike heuristic search, can be seen as a blind search algorithm.

However, different from other traditional blind search algorithms like BFS and DFS which explore the

vertices based on a FIFO (first in, first out) and FILO (first in, last out) queue respectively, BFWS explores

new vertices based on a priority queue who rank the states in increasing order of the novelty (state/vertex

with smaller novelty get explored first). As in STRIPS, states are represented by the conjunction of

propositions, ’novelty’ of a state is the size of the smallest subset of that conjunction of propositions

that have not been visited by the search algorithm before. Take the example from the popular planning

domain Blocks-world, if an initial state consists of the propositions: on(B, Table), on(A, B), on(C, A),

on(D, Table), clear(C), clear(D), which means that block B is on the table, A is stacked on top of B,

C is on A, and nothing on C, D is on the table alone and nothing on D, then the next possible state

with the set of propositions: on(B, Table), on(A, B), clear(A), on(D, Table), on(C, D), clear(C), which is

reachable from the initial state by the action that removes C from A and place on top of D has a novelty

of 1 as the size of the smallest subset that is ’novel’ (never seen in any state previously visited by the

algorithm, can be either on(C, D) or clear(A)) is 1. Novelty can be larger, for example 2, if every subset

that contains only a single proposition is seen, and any subset that has size 2 such as the conjunction of

both on(B, Table), on(A, B) is never seen, or in other words, both propositions never appear together in

previously visited states, and so on for higher novelty. The novelty of a state is independent of the goal

state. It rather captures how ’novel’ a state is with respect to the past. Smaller novelty means that the

state is more ’novel’ as it can bring a unique feature to the search, and avoid the states that have an larger

overlapping conjunction set of propositions with previously visited states because any previously visited
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state cannot be the goal, otherwise the algorithm already returns with a plan. Similar to the concept of

goal-counting heuristic, BFWS, which prefers to explore the state with smaller novelty first, will tend to

explore the parts of the search graph that are away from the non-goal history and hence, closer to the

goal. The advantage of BFWS is that the novelty is extremely fast to compute, but at the cost of being

less informed than hFF . In theory, BFWS should compute the plan faster in time than FF planner but

will tend to explore more states and return a less optimal plan due to the less informedness of novelty

compared to hFF . The advantage of BFWS in time complexity is supported by evidences from original

literature [40]. However, there is no direct comparison showing the disadvantage of having a less informed

novelty to guide the search algorithm. It becomes a small interest in this project for us to investigate it

when we compare these two planners later in our experiment.

Although many existing works put a tremendous amount of effort into improving the planners for pure

STRIPS PDDL 1.2, its application value is still compromised due to the lack of many features required for

solving real world problems. Therefore, PDDL2.1 [5] was proposed to extend the syntax set in PDDL1.2

and allowed more expressive features beyond the pure STRIPS model. One of the most important features

in PDDL2.1 is the plan metric such as the total plan cost. In PDDL1.2, action cost is assumed uniform as

1 and ignored by planners. They succeed if they find a valid plan and disregard whether it is the optimal

path in the search problem. But in many real world problems, it is often desirable to take into consideration

of the total plan cost. plan metric in PDDL2.1 enables modelling of the action cost of individual action in

the STRIPS and hence, provides a parameter for planners to find the plans that optimize certain metrics

such as cost. Even though different from the traditional STRIPS classical planning model, this feature

still remains in the realm of classical planning as it can be achieved by assigning weight to the edge in

the search problem without fundamentally changing the knowledge compilation. However, this introduces

new challenges to planner design: solving optimal plan will require the planner to explore and check all

possible plans in the entire search space, and the search space in planning problems is typically very large

[48], making the exhaustive search approach for getting the optimal plan unrealistic. Although the class of

optimizing planners exist [49], the results from the past competition show that optimizing planners tend to

take a long time, sometimes up to hours on a small size problem [4, 44]. In the case of Farmbot and other

real life problems, where time constraint on solving problems exists, optimizing planners should not be

considered due to the time complexity required for finding an optimal plan. Another class of planners for

solving the action cost plan metric takes a more realistic ’satisficing’ strategy [42, 43]. These planners are

often referred to as the ’anytime’ planner. The principle of satisficing planner is to accept a user-defined

time limit, then the planner repeat the search many times, each repeated search is bound by the cost of
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the plan found in the previous search. The planner iteratively improves the quality of the plan until the

time limit is reached. It does not guarantee an optimal plan. However, it often finds a relatively good

plan, not far from the optimal one if not the same in terms of the total cost, in an acceptable amount of time.

The LAMA planner [42] is one of the most outstanding anytime planners for solving problems with the

action cost plan metric. It was the winner of 2008 IPC [50] and still follows closely the winning planners

in 2018 IPC [51]. The LAMA planner builds on the Fast Downward planning system [52] and parses

the PDDL and represents the search problem in finite-domain, which is a more compact representation

compared to STRIPS called SAS+. The biggest difference of SAS+ is that it uses multi-valued variables

as opposed to Boolean-valued STRIPS for compact storage of state node information. The LAMA planner

also use heuristic search which employs multiple heuristics including a variant of the hFF heuristic and the

landmark heuristic [52]. The search algorithm is a variant of A* called weighted A* [33]. Unlike EHC or

BFWS, A* considers not just the heuristic but also the cost of the already-traversed section in the search

graph. Weighted A*, compared to regular A*, has an additional weight parameter on the heuristic. The

LAMA planner iteratively decreases the weight for each repeated search, gradually putting more emphasis

on the cost. Therefore the planner continues to search for plans of better quality until the time limit is

reached [42]. In 2018 IPC [51], the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT planner [43] emerged to surpass the LAMA

planner in the competition. The only difference between them is that the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT uses the

BFWS algorithm [40] to complete the first search and find a plan, then switch to Weighted A* and use the

cost of the first plan to bound the following search. BFWS and the ’novelty’ alone will completely ignore

the action cost, but, since it calculates the first plan very fast, it gains Dual-BFWS-LAPKT a faster start

compared to the LAMA. However, it is not safe to say that Dual-BFWS-LAPKT is better than LAMA

in all domains especially new PDDL models proposed by various researchers. BFWS tends to find the

first plan with worse quality than Weighted A*, leaving more search effort to the following search. It still

requires comparison on the specific PDDL model to find the most suitable planner.

Although plan metric provides parameters to optimize the plan quality, it is not always necessary. The

existing pure classical planners [39, 40] often employ powerful and well-informed heuristic functions

or novelty that often guide the search towards an optimal path. In some real world problems, the

PDDL standard 1.2 and its specific planners are sufficient enough. Sometimes it is because the domain

configuration results in search problems that are simple enough for pure classical planner to find the

optimal plan [53], other times there is no such way to define the plan metric or the resulting optimized

plan is not much better to compensate the extra time cost and modelling efforts. Using plan metric when
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unnecessary will result in increased complexity in modelling and solving the problems, while having no

improvement to the plan quality. From the existing works which proposed new PDDL models, we see

some of them apply plan metric for optimizing certain aspects of the plan [54, 55] and some of them not

[10, 56] even though it can be applied. It all depends on the resulting search problem from the specific

PDDL modelling. On Farmbot, it seems like the only place to apply plan metric is the overall distance

of the route moved by the Farmbot to accomplish certain tasks. It is worth investigating where to apply

plan metric, also finding out whether it is necessary to apply it to model the domain and problems on

Farmbot.

These reviewed literature on PDDL above allows us to identify the usefulness of PDDL and give us

a strong motivation to apply PDDL to automate the Farmbot platform: besides serving as a well-known

standard language for modelling problems and being adopted for solving many real world problems [7]–

[11, 54]–[56], it is supported and developed by worldwide AI planning communities over years. Not only

these existing supported features across different PDDL standards provide a flexible tool for modelling

the real world problems, but also the various domain independent planners [39]–[42, 45, 57] enable us to

focus on proposing the PDDL model itself, and choose the appropriate planner for solving the problem.

Most importantly, we identify some properties of the nature of tasks on the Farmbot platform that fits

perfectly for applying classical planning model and PDDL. Firstly, the tasks on Farmbot are accomplished

by sequences of individual actions that are programmed manually, automating the composition of these

sequences is a major way to automate the Farmbot, classical planning allows such sequences to be

generated as solution plan given that appropriate modelling of the problems is provided. Secondly, the

Farmbot can be seemed as a fully observable world with a single agent and deterministic transitions.

These are assumptions of the classical planning model, which means that classical planning approach

is adequate for the problem. Some literature argues that robotic platforms are usually subjected to a

dynamic working environment [28]. Hence, it is often considered as an ideal scenario for applying non-

deterministic models in probabilistic planning [58] where transitions have non-deterministic effects, instead

of the deterministic one assumed in classical planning model. Despite that, one piece of literature [59] on

probabilistic planning competition reveals that a planner based on deterministic planning techniques and

re-planning mechanism called FF-Replan outperforms all other probabilistic planners over problems with

no critical failure. This further gives us the confidence to apply classical planning to the Farmbot. Even

though uncertainty handling is not part of the interest in this paper, future research focusing on uncertainty

handling can implement it by introducing the re-plan mechanism similar to FF-Replan [59], based on the

classical planning approach adopted in this research, instead of having to adopt a different approach based
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on probabilistic planning. Furthermore, our observation on the Farmbot indicates that unforeseen changes

to the environment or goals are rare enough, usually that means some mechanical failures which always

require human intervention. These reasons make classical planning a suitable approach.

However, we still identify several gaps in the existing literature. Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, no

existing research has studied the applications of PDDL in agricultural robots to automate the agricultural

process, let alone the Farmbot. This is because the STRIPS model, also the PDDL uses propositional

variables to represent the problems. It might not be suitable for many real world problems as their

environments should be best represented in continuous values. Using propositional variables will make

the modelling process tedious as each unique continuous value will require a unique proposition. Consider

a simple planning problem representing a thermometer with temperature ranging from 0 to 40 degrees.

Continuous value representation will just need one numeric parameter to indicate the temperature whereas

propositional representation will need to define 40 unique propositions, each representing a temperature

degree, as well as some accompanying rules saying each proposition should exclusively appear in the world

state. Despite that, many existing studies show applications of PDDL across many different domains where

traditionally continuous value representation is considered more appropriate [8]–[11, 54]. The lesson learnt

from these existing works is that propositional variables are adequate for modelling problems which involve

continuous aspects as long as the numeric changes of these continuous aspects are not the interest of the

modelling. In robotics, where the physical states are often considered continuous, some studies looked

into applying PDDL to model the robotic domains [60, 61]. The PDDL domain modelling in these studies

usually maps each physical state of the robot in the environment to a STRIPS state represented by a set of

different propositions, these propositions describe all the objects, including the robot in the environment,

as well as their situations and relationships. Each state transition maps to an available action that can be

taken by the robot to manipulate these objects, their situations and relationships in the environment. The

modelling of Farmbot problem in PDDL should be guided by the same approach and model each state

transition to an action available on Farmbot according to the official programming API (The web app

mentioned above is just a graphical programming interface that calls the API). Furthermore, the existing

applications of PDDL show that each different problem requires unique modelling that is dependent on

the nature of the specific problem. It is very likely that the approaches these existing works used to model

their problems will not be useful for us, we will have to devise the PDDL modelling without taking

reference from how other works modelled their problems.

Secondly, besides the lack of direct reference on the construction of the PDDL model on Farmbot, most
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existing works related to robots only present the formal PDDL model and rarely combine the planning

with execution that allows the robotic platform to execute the plan. The approach to automating the

composition of the sequence of actions on Farmbot should not only allow the sequence of actions to be

generated automatically through AI planning, but also enable automatic deployment and execution of the

generated plan. Recently, a study benefits us by proposing ROSplan [17]. ROSplan is a framework based

on the robot action execution interface provided by the robot operation system (ROS) [19], and integrates

the AI planning with plan execution. This framework allows us to embed PDDL models and planners into

controlling software and provides a mechanism that parses the plan output from the planner into actions

in a queue waiting to be dispatched to the robot. ROSplan provides a useful tool to combine planning

and execution, but it will require users to implement the actual action interface between the ROS side

and the robot side. On Farmbot, this action interface will need to take in each action from the queue, call

the API on Farmbot to execute the action and monitor whether the single execution succeed or not, then

provide the feedback back to the top level dispatch cycle to request the next action to be dispatched from

the queue or abort. The Farmbot API is designed for simple scripting that calls individual action, but not

for integration with other software. Therefore, it does not provide a good interface structure to enable

such ”dispatch and feedback” loop, particularly an easy way to query the feedback on execution in an

anytime blocking manner during the loop. Designing an action interface that connects the ROSplan with

Farmbot could be one of the implementation challenges. In addition, the case study introduced alongside

the ROSplan [17] shows that the PDDL model embedded with ROSplan should be engineered to not just

capture and express the problem, but also work with the ROSplan framework. ROSplan has an important

component called knowledge base, which stores all the propositions, predicates and actions defined in the

PDDL domain as well as the information of current state and goal state from the PDDL problem [17].

Once the program starts, the knowledge base will be instantiated by the PDDL domain file and the PDDL

problem file. Due to this implementation, every running instance of the ROSplan accepts only one PDDL

domain, meaning that all the possible problems on Farmbot should be condensed into one PDDL domain

instead of many. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate all possible propositions and actions in that one

single PDDL domain modelling. The downside is that every time a planner computes a plan, there will

be many propositions and actions that are not needed for that specific plan but have to be included in

this one PDDL domain, which increases the complexity of the search problem (more possible state nodes

and edges/transitions between states). This brings challenges to the PDDL modelling as it will require

appropriate design of that one PDDL domain file so that it covers all necessary aspects of the problem

while being as concise as possible in terms of the predicates and actions. Furthermore, the knowledge

base, mainly the information of current state, will be updated as the plan dispatches (added or removed
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of a series of propositions from the Add and Del effect of actions, therefore move from the initial state

to the goal state). However, ROSplan provides additional services (ROS service) [19] to add or remove

proposition so that the state change can happen not only after the action defined in the PDDL domain

has been dispatched. Compared to a PDDL-only system where the world state can only be altered by the

Add and Del effect of the actions, and the same initial state and goal state will always result in the same

plan and hence, same changes to the propositions in the world state. These additional services provided

by ROSplan allows us to attach different Add and Del effect to the same action (for example, a PDDL

action on Farmbot could be to check soil moisture, the Farmbot can use the services to add different

propositions to the world state according to the sensor reading, in addition to the Add and Del effect of

such an action), giving extra flexibility to the PDDL modelling.

Thirdly, an important observation on Farmbot is that many functionalities are not achievable by one

single plan. For example, a complex task can only be achievable through a series of plans, it will be first

planting several seeds in the garden bed, then switch to monitoring the moisture level of the soil around

them and watering them if necessary, this monitoring and watering can potentially be in a loop that runs

continuously until the plants are ready to be harvested. This requires continuous planning and execution of

many different plans, each has a different goal state. More importantly, the agent should be able to decide

the next goal, switching to a different planning problem to allow the continuous generation of consecutive

plans. Currently in PDDL, each domain and problem only determine one planning problem and hence,

aim to find a single plan that achieves one goal at a time. Therefore, it has limitations when tasks cannot

be expressed in terms of a single goal [62]. Recently, a study proposed the concept of Agent Planning

Program (APP) [18], which is a continuous planning model for solving multiple planning problems and

generating multiple plans that are required for certain real-world planning applications. The conceptual

model of APP is technically a transition system based on finite state machine/automaton (FSA) [63].

An APP over a planning domain is defined by a tuple A = 〈F, V, v0, s0, D〉, the F is a set of facts, or

propositions of the planning domain, V is a set of program states, v0 is the initial program state, s0 is the

initial world state, and D is a set of transitions between program states. Each program state maps to a

node in the APP (FSA) model. Each transition maps to an edge that represents a single planning problem

whose plan takes the agent from one program state to the other. The autonomous agent starts from the

initial program state, then traverses through a sequence of transitions according to the definition of the

APP. Each transition has its own transition goal and hence, the agent accomplishes a series of goals one

after the other. Each transition d ∈ D can be formally defined as a tuple d = 〈v, γ, ψ, φ, v′〉. v and v′

correspond to the initial and the goal state of that planning problem. γ is the guard, which is essentially
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the precondition, represented by a set of propositions that must hold in the current world state: the initial

world state of the corresponding transition so that the transition is valid. φ is achievement goal, which

is a set of propositions that must hold in the resulting world state: the goal state of that transition. ψ, is

called maintenance goal, which is essentially the invariant propositions of the transition that much be

true before, after and during the state trajectory of the transition. Figure 4 depicts an example APP for an

academic’s daily life routine taken directly from [64], it only shows the achievement goal of the transitions.

Fig. 4: An example APP describes the daily routine of an academic with

only the achievement goals

However, the existing work of the APP is essentially a higher-level representation of problems with

complex goals that cannot be achieved by just one plan while still remaining in the realm of classical

planning [62]. This might not be directly applicable to the problems on Farmbot as what we need is a

goal reasoning mechanism [65] that allows the agent to dynamically determine the next goal based on

conditions in the current world state after the previous plan is finished and hence, formulate a series of

planning problems. In the original literature [18], the solution of an APP instance is called a realization,

which is a policy function σ(v, s, g) that maps a program state (node in the APP) v, a world state in the

planning problem s and a transition with achievement goal g (which is essentially the goal of that planning

problem corresponding to that transition) to a plan π that will achieve g from s. This policy function
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is pre-computed through an offline plan realization algorithm [62], meaning that the agent has a global

view in which all the goal states are known and plans are pre-computed too. Therefore, the dynamic goal

reasoning is not achievable through the offline plan realization. However, this is not saying that the APP is

not useful, we observe an important property that is never pointed out by any previous literature, that is the

APP can be used for goal reasoning if there is a way to adapt the plan realization to an online algorithm.

That means, upon the transition to the next program state, instead of looking up the pre-computed policy

function for the next plan, the agent will dynamically determine the next transition goal, and compute a

valid plan via an ’online’ approach. The main challenge to apply APP and enable the Farmbot to achieve

complex goals that require synthesizing multiple planning problems is that we need to devise such an

adaption to the original work. The notion of online realization was proposed in [62], but it is unlikely to

be applied to this project without adaption. Furthermore, having to compute the plan online as described

above means that the only goal-determining factor will be the guard. It is possible that some APP will

have two transitions with identical conditions in the guard. This might require us to extend the existing tie-

breaking strategy for agent to reason the next goal. Other challenges we identify include having to design

the PDDL modelling in favor of the application of APP. More precisely, to allow consecutive planning

problems to be produced in the APP, careful design of the actions and predicates in the PDDL domain

modelling will be required so that the state trajectory of the plan in the previous transition should result

in a world state that satisfies the precondition, or the guard γ of the next transition. Also, implementing a

working program that combines its theoretical algorithms and actual controlling interface based on ROS

can be challenging as we observe no literature for reference that applies APP in a real-world problem

beyond theoretical study. But, the actual implementation of embedding an APP model on top of the PDDL

model could benefit from the ROSplan [17], which provides those ROS services mentioned above that

allow the APP to query the knowledge base for the guard γ, maintenance goal ψ and achievement goal

φ and therefore, use it for deciding the next goal and determining the current state.

For evaluation, the existing literature focusing on proposing new PDDL models often conducts bench-

marking experiments by selecting several planners and applying them on the proposed domains [10, 11,

54]. Some important metrics collected include the time taken to find a plan by different planners, as well

as the quality of the solution if the action cost plan metric is enabled. To thoroughly test the capability

of planners on new domains, some papers [10, 55] will scale up the complexity of the planning problem

by increasing the number of objects, therefore increasing the number of states (node) and the number

of available actions (edge) in the search problem to test the scalability of planners. In works that are

interested in finding the appropriate PDDL modelling [54, 55], authors propose several PDDL domains
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across different PDDL standards, and compare them through various experiments including comparing the

performance of the planners on each domain for those different PDDL standards. The most appropriate

domain is selected not just based on the performance metrics of their suitable planners, but also the

expressiveness and utility of the domain and the relative effort to model it. When real-world scenarios

are involved in the PDDL modelling [8, 54, 60], simulation is often seen as an experimental method.

However, the exact data to collect from the simulation will depend on the actual experiment design.

Generally, the experiment, particularly data collection and analysis is often not the most important part

in papers that propose new domain modelling [8]–[10, 54, 56]. Often it is used to certify the claim

that their PDDL approach is a valid one instead of using it for quantitative analysis. However, they are

enough to inspire the design of our experiment and evaluation method that allow us to report the most

appropriate PDDL domain modelling and the suitable planner for it. Furthermore, no existing experiment

can be found on evaluating the application of the APP (because there is no paper that applies APP to real-

world problem), which is another gap in the current knowledge that we will need to address in this project.
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III Problem Statement
The aim of this research is to propose and evaluate a working solution to automate tasks on the Farmbot

platform based on the PDDL and classical planning approach. The PDDL is a useful and powerful language

for modelling problems expressible in classical planning model, the solution to such a model is a plan,

which resembles the manually programmed sequence of actions on the Farmbot platform for carrying out

the tasks. With the appropriate PDDL model, we should be able to automatically generate these sequences

and automate the works on Farmbot. However, this has not been done by any previous research. This gap

in the current knowledge motivates us to open up a new research area across the realms of AI planning

and digital agriculture, and propose any useful methodology for the future study. We divide our main goal

into 3 research questions, along with hypotheses and aims of each of them:

RQ 1: Can we successfully model the appropriate domain on Farmbot using PDDL to enable the automatic

generation of task-accomplishing sequences of actions by domain-independent planners?

PDDL is based on STRIPS formalization, which uses propositional variables. Hypothetically, any real

world planning problem can be modelled in Boolean-valued propositions, but there is great cost in

modelling effort for those problems involving continuous values. Farmbot potentially involves continuous

values, which is the Cartesian coordinate of the objects in the garden bed. But, another hypothesis is

that as long as the changes of values are not essential for planning, these numeric objects can be treated

as propositional objects. We will address this by proposing the actual domain modelling. However, this

research question will not be fully answered until a series of evaluations are carried out. First, we will

formulate a set of planning problem scenarios and run the planner to validate if the expected plans are

produced. Then, we can further evaluate the correctness when we conduct the benchmarking experiment.

Finally, we deploy plans by integrating with the controlling framework. i.e. ROS and evaluate through

simulation and answer whether the plans are correct when they are used to instruct the Farmbot.

RQ 2: Does the action cost plan metric allow us to improve the plan quality significantly? Does the

improvement compensate the extra modelling effort and planner complexity?

In PDDL 2.1, the classical planning model was extended to allow the plan metric, which can be used

for the planner to optimize the plan. However, this will require extra modelling effort to extend the pure

classical domain and also need to apply a different class of planners which are more computationally

expensive. Hypothetically, whether the plan metric can be effectively applied to the planning domain,

and whether the plan metric is actually useful depends on the actual problems. After proposing the pure

classical planning domain, we will extend it to a domain that uses the plan metric. We will find out how
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it should be appropriately applied in order to have meaningful semantics. We will compare these two

domains by conducting a benchmarking experiment using two state-of-the-art planners for each domain

while scaling up the planning problems. We will also deploy the plans to simulation so we can evaluate

how they perform when actually controlling the Farmbot. The combined evidence will be used to draw

conclusions that address this question and report the most appropriate domain out of these two (pure

STRIPS or with plan metric). Also the most appropriate state-of-the-art planner for the selected domain

will be reported (if applicable).

RQ 3: Can the agent planning program (APP) be adapted for goal reasoning to synthesize multiple

planning problems over the proposed domain on Farmbot?

An important observation on automating the Farmbot is that the automation should allow Farmbot to

achieve a series of goals by continuously executing many plans instead of just halting after one goal is

achieved. The original PDDL has does not support such a feature as described in the literature review.

Relative to AI planning technology in general, APP has the potential to be adapted for goal reasoning. We

aim to implement and adapt the original APP to accomplish this aim, and integrate it with the ROS-based

controlling software deployed over the simulation to evaluate its correctness.
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IV The PDDL Model of Farmbot
In this section, we describe the tasks on Farmbot that can be expressed by planning problems. We

will demonstrate how we model the domain in PDDL by providing some fragments of PDDL file and

the explanations on the semantics and decisions. We first model the planning domain in pure STRIPS

formalization that is available in PDDL 1.2. Then, we extend it to PDDL 2.1 and introduce action cost

to the planning domain. Lastly, we describe some scenarios and formulate the corresponding planning

problems over our domain, we will utilize an online planning environment to solve these problems. The

purpose is to examine and evaluate whether the domain modelling allows the generation of expected plans.

The result will be used as part of the mixed evidence to support the answer to our RQ 1.

A. Planning Problems on Farmbot

Farmbot, specifically the model Genesis XL [66] (Shown in Fig.1), is situated on a garden bed of

1.8m x 6m. Farmbot is a 3-axis Cartesian robot, meaning that the rails and the gantries span across the

entire garden. However, the exact position of the Farmbot is represented by the position of its tool tip,

or actuator on the lower-end of the z-axis gantry. Besides the main body of the Farmbot, a separate tool

bay is installed on one of the sides of the garden bed, holding a seeder, a weeder, a watering nozzle, a

soil moisture sensor and a seed container.

The tasks on Farmbot are accomplished by executing sequences of discrete actions. These sequences

are manually programmed by arranging the available actions provided by the Farmbot API. Despite that

many unique sequences can be composed by rearranging these actions in different manner, the essential

tasks on Farmbot can be categorized into 5 classes as shown in Table I. All different sequences can be

seen as the variations of these 5 categories due to different garden layouts with different location and

number of plant. The manual programming approach will need to adjust these sequences according to

garden layout each time even though they are performing the same essential task.

Therefore, the planning problems on Farmbot is to automatically obtain the correct plans that map to

those sequence of actions in Table I by providing proper representations of the initial state and the goal

state of the planning problems, the objects involved in the planning problems, the planning domain and the

operators (actions). In PDDL, the initial state and the goal states are represented by a set of propositions,

the initial state is the initial conditions of the world state, the goal state is the conditions that need to be

satisfied. Each action is an operator that changes the world state by adding or removing some propositions

from the set. The plan generated by a domain independent planner will be the sequence of actions that
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TABLE I: Essential tasks on Farmbot

Task General pattern of the sequence of actions to complete the task

Place seeds on all desired loca-

tions

Start (move to seeder’s location) (pick up seeder) (move to seed tray) (pick

up seed) (move to first location) (place seed) .. [repeat depends on garden

layout] .. (move to last location) (place seed) End

Check moisture of soil around

each plant

Start (move to moisture sensor’s location) (pick up moisture sensor) (move to

first plant) (check moisture) .. [repeat depends on garden layout] .. (move to

last plant) (check moisture) End

Water all plants Start (move to watering nozzle’s location) (pick up watering nozzle) (move

to first plant) (turn on water pump) (turn off water pump) .. [repeat depends

on garden layout] .. (move to last plant) (turn on water pump) (turn off water

pump) End

Detect weed around each plant Start (move to first plant) (detect weed) .. [repeat depends on garden layout]

.. (move to last plant) (detect weed) End (notes: no need of picking up tool

because the camera is always attached to the gantry)

Remove weed around each

plant

Start (move to weeder’s location) (pick up weeder) (move to first plant) (move

to weed 1 of the first plant) (remove weed 1 of the first plant) (move to weed

2 of the first plant) (remove weed 2 of the first plant) ..(move to weed x of

the first plant) (remove weed x of the first plant) .. [repeat depends on garden

layout] .. (move to last plant) (move to weed 1 of the last plant) (remove weed

1 of the last plant) (move to weed 2 of the last plant) (remove weed 2 of the

last plant) ..(move to weed x of the last plant) (remove weed x of the last

plant) End

change the initial world state to the world state that meets the goal condition.

To represent these tasks in the PDDL, we need to consider how all these aspects in the environment

can be expressed in propositional variables. All physical objects, including these tools and the Farmbot

as well as the plants grown in the garden bed, the seeds in the seed container, etc. can be represented as

the PDDL objects in the planning problems. Their situations and relationships which describe the world

state (including the initial state and goal state), such as if Farmbot is currently equipping with any tool or

the seed container is containing some seed objects, can be defined using predicates that are instantiated

on these objects. Representing the location and position will require some reasoning. On Farmbot, all

positions/locations are represented in a Cartesian grid with 3 dimensions (x, y, z). Intuitively, this should

be modelled using some continuous variables instead of propositional variables. However, continuous

values are needed only if we are interested in the changes of these values. On Farmbot, we only need

position and location to indicate some unique landmarks, so that the positional relationship such as if

certain objects like plants or tools are at certain locations can be modelled using predicates. Therefore,
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modelling positions or locations as atomic propositions will satisfy the need. Also, as we are aiming

to combine planning with actuating using ROSplan, the translation of proposition to actual continuous

coordinate can be done after the planning, specifically when the plan is dispatched to the actual controlling

software that instructs the Farmbot to move to the exact Cartesian coordinate.

Consider a scenario where 5 plants (A, B, C, D, E) are presented at locations Loc1, Loc2, Loc3, Loc4,

Loc5. If we expect to obtain a plan that fulfilled the task of watering some of the plants, then a goal

state should describe which plants require watering, and the initial state should describe which plants are

already watered, the current position of the Farmbot gantry, the positions of those plants, as well as the

equipped tool on the tool mount. For instance, plant A, C, and D are required to be watered, the initial state

describes the Farmbot is at location Locf, and is equipped with weeder tool. The described scenario can

be written as the following fragment of example PDDL problem. (Notes: it is not syntactically complete,

refer to it as PDDL pseudo code)

(define (problem example) (:domain farmbot)

(:objects ...)

(:init (plant-at A Loc1)

(plant-at B Loc2)

(plant-at C Loc3)

(plant-at D Loc4)

(plant-at E Loc5)

(farmbot-at Locf)

(carry-tool weeder)

...

(tool-at LocX wateringNozzle)

(tool-rack LocW weeder)

)

(:goal (and (watered A)

(watered C)

(watered D)

)

)

The plan we will obtain from a domain independent planner will contain the following actions:
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(move Locf LocW)

(put-down-tool weeder LocW)

(move LocW LocX)

(pick-up-tool wateringNozzle LocX)

(move LocX Loc1)

(water A Loc1)

(move Loc1 Loc3)

(water C Loc3)

(move Loc3 Loc4)

(water D Loc4)

The above example provided a direction on how the planning problems can be modelled in PDDL. We

also observe several implications for the domain modelling:

1) As we are considering the integration with ROSplan [17], the domain will be a single large domain

file.

2) According to the description of planning problems above. The domain should be able to work with

different planning problems, essentially the problems whose plans fulfill the 5 essential tasks in

Table I. These planning problems all have different initial and goal conditions

3) The plan generated should be meaningful for the Farmbot to execute, which means that each domain

operator (action) defined in the PDDL domain should map to a real action available on the Farmbot

platform.

4) From 1 and 2, the proposition in the PDDL model will need to describe all the conditions observable

in the garden bed. These include the positions and situation of the plants, tools, seeds and the Farmbot

gantry, etc. Therefore the predicates defined in the domain file should be the descriptive facts or

adjectives to the objects (plants, tools and locations, etc.) supplied by the problems.

5) To allow the plans to be generated from the given initial state to the goal state, the actions defined

in the domain should allow the existence of these plans, which enable the transition of states that

results in the state sequence from the initial state to the goal state.

B. The PDDL Domain of Farmbot

We model the environment of the garden bed as discrete locations represented by individual objects.

Other physical objects, including the plants, seeds, tools, tool holders, seed container as well as Farmbot

itself are also represented by individual objects. Therefore, the domain will define the scope of those

objects by employing typing:
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(:types

position

plant

seed

weed

tool

toolholder

seedcontainer

)

The predicates in the PDDL domain will describe their position, situation and relationship. Therefore,

the domain contains the following predicates:

(:predicates

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x - position)

(carry-tool ?t - tool)

(carry-camera)

(tool-at ?x - position ?t - tool)

(tool-rack-at ?tr - toolholder ?t - tool ?x - position)

(no-plant-at ?x - position)

(plant-at ?x - position ?p - plant)

(checked-weed-exist ?x - position)

(weed-at ?x - position ?w - weed ?p - plant)

(weed-removed ?x - position)

(no-weed-at ?x - position)

(carry-seed ?s - seed)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x - position ?c - seedcontainer)

(container-has ?c - seedcontainer ?s - seed)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s - seed ?p - plant)

(checked-moisture ?x - position ?p - plant)

(need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(not-need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(watered ?x - position ?p - plant)

)

These predicates are sufficient to capture several important aspects of the world state. The (farmbot-at)

describes the position of the Farmbot’s gantry (or tool tip/actuator). This predicate allows defining the

initial position of the Farmbot, which is an compulsory definition in the initial state of any planning
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problems. Also, we can therefore define the most important state transition operator (move), which is

relevant to any tasks performed by the Farmbot:

(:action move

:parameters (?x ?y - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (farmbot-at ?x))

(farmbot-at ?y)

)

)

This action is interpreted as moving Farmbot’s position from x to y, the precondition is that Farmbot

has to be at x, after the transition takes place, the Del effect remove (farmbot-at ?x) and the Add effect

add (farmbot-at y), which means that farmbot is no longer at x, and now at y. The x and y here are

parameters that will be replaced by any two position objects. Furthermore, this action is important as it

allows state transition of the Farmbot’s physical position because before farmbot performs any action at

any given position, it needs to be physically present at there. Therefore, all the following actions will have

(farmbot-at) in their precondition, indicating the physical presence of Farmbot’s actuator. These actions

include the following 2 that utilize the predicate (carry-tool):

(:action pick_up_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool)

:precondition (and

(tool-at ?x ?t)

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (tool-mount-free))

(not (tool-at ?x ?t))

(carry-tool ?t)

)

)

(:action put_down_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool ?tr - toolholder)
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:precondition (and

(carry-tool ?t)

(tool-rack-at ?tr ?t ?x)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-tool ?t))

(tool-mount-free)

(tool-at ?x ?t)

)

)

The (pick up tool) action exists because it will allow a state transition for Farmbot to equip itself with

specific tools. Before any relevant actions can be performed, such as watering plants or removing weeds,

the Farmbot needs to equip with the relevant tool. Another observation is that Farmbot can only carry one

tool at a time, therefore the predicate (tool-mount-free) is in the precondition of this action, indicating the

Farmbot must not carry any other tool when picking up a new tool. Also, it is possible that Farmbot is

equipped with the wrong tool at the initial state, therefore the state transition operator (put down tool) is

necessary for the agent to re-gain the (tool-mount-free) proposition in its world state. Allowing switching

to a different tool.

The predicate (carry-seed) is in the Add effect of action (pick up seed), meaning that the Farmbot is

currently carrying a seed. It is a precondition in the action (place seed), indicating the Farmbot must carry

a seed before it can place it. Also, the Farmbot needs to carry the seeder tool before it can pick up any

seed, hence requiring (carry-tool seeder) in the precondition of the (pick up seed) action. Furthermore, it

cannot carry any other seed if it already picks up one, as the seeder on Farmbot is a vacuum suction tube

with a maximum capacity of one seed and hence, the (seeder-free) predicate is introduced. Therefore, the

following 2 actions is defined:

(:action pick_up_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?c - seedcontainer)

:precondition (and

(container-has ?c ?s)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x ?c)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool seeder)
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)

:effect (and

(not (seeder-free))

(carry-seed ?s)

(not (container-has ?c ?s))

)

)

(:action place_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(no-plant-at ?x)

(carry-seed ?s)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s ?p)

(carry-tool seeder)

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-seed ?s))

(not (no-plant-at ?x))

(seeder-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

)

In real life scenario, the seed container only contains a limited amount of seeds, in pure STRIPS

representation, we cannot define numeric value so we will need to have objects that represent individual

seeds. The predicate (container-has) is the proposition that indicates whether a specific seed is present in

the seed container and it has to be presented in the initial state, after it is picked up, this (container-has)

predicate for the corresponding seed will be deleted, indicating the seed is consumed. When placing the

seed, it is important to know which plant object is added into the world state with the predicate (plant-at).

Therefore the (match-seed-type-n-plant-type) predicate is introduced as a necessary guard (’n’ is ’and’ in

naming).

Furthermore, the rest of the predicates are used in the following actions, the semantics are self-

explanatory:

(:action check_need_water
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:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool soilsensor)

)

:effect (and

(checked-moisture ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action water_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(need-water ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(carry-tool wateringnozzle)

)

:effect (and

(not (need-water ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action detect_weed

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(carry-camera)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(tool-mount-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and

(checked-weed-exist ?x)

)

)
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(:action remove_weed

:parameters (?x - position ?w - weed ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool weeder)

(weed-at ?x ?w ?p)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (weed-at ?x ?w ?p))

)

)

These actions are sufficient to compose all the sequences of actions that perform the essential tasks on

Farmbot platform. Last but not least, a fully installed Farmbot garden bed will always have the tool bay

and all the 4 default tools (seeder, watering nozzle, weeder and soil moisture sensor) available, therefore

the objects representing them and their positions will remain constant in the domain file:

(:constants

seeder wateringnozzle weeder soilsensor - tool

seedtray - seedcontainer

seederrack wateringnozzlerack weederrack soilsensorrack - toolholder

seederPos wateringnozzlePos weederPos soilsensorPos posSeedTray - position

)

Furthermore, these following propositions are always true in the initial state of any planning problems

on Farmbot, indicating the initial arrangement of these tools in the world state. Also, a weed detecting

camera is always attached to the Farmbot’s gantry, hence a predicate (carry-camera) should always be

present in the initial state:

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)
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(carry-camera)

C. Classical Planning Model

The first model is a classical planning model in PDDL that employs PDDL 1.2 language standard [38]

based on pure STRIPS formalization. Therefore, there are only two requirements in the domain file.

(:requirements

:strips

:typing

)

A full PDDL domain file is provided in the Appendix A. This domain is the same as described in

section IV-B above. The domain only relied on propositional variables to describe all the physical objects

and their situations. The pure propositional variables are sufficient to capture the world states as well as

the actions that enable state transitions.

Though relatively simple to model, there are some limitations: we have to define individual seeds in

the seed container as individual objects to prevent the planner from finding a plan that picks up seeds

that do not exist. The consequence is that it introduces tedious work when defining the initial condition

where the seed container contains many seeds, and also for each seed object, we have to define the

accompanying predicates (container-has ?c ?s) and (match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s ?p). The former is

used in the pick up seed action as a precondition which only allows the seed to be picked up if it exists

in the seed container. The latter is used in action place seed to specify which plant object is introduced

after that specific seed is planted.

D. Classical Planning Model With Action Cost Plan Metric

The second model involves the plan metric introduced in PDDL 2.1 [5], it enables the definition of

action cost for each operator in the PDDL domain, and the plan metrics for the plan to satisfy in the

planning problems. PDDL 1.2 or pure STRIPS model assumes actions to have uniform cost. It is often not

true in many real world problems. Therefore, action cost is a very important feature that allows planners

to treat actions differently and prioritize certain actions to improve the plan quality while reaching the

goal. It is useful when applying to problems where finding a valid plan is not the only requirement but
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also the plan with certain metrical properties such as a smaller total cost is preferred.

On Farmbot, completing a task with a sequence of actions that has a smaller total cost is also preferred.

In the context of Farmbot, action cost can be the effort required to execute that action. On the physical

level, such an effort can be the energy (electricity to drive the motor) or time expense. All the actions

on Farmbot will require these two efforts, but not all of them can be optimized using the plan metric.

The essential tasks in Table I above generally involve a similar pattern: the farmbot start from a certain

position, move the gantry and tool mount to pick up a specific tool if necessary, and repeat the sub-

sequence of moving the gantry to each location, performing certain actions and so on. Consider the same

scenario we described in section IV-A above, where the initial state has many unwatered plants and the

goal state requires all of them to be watered. The plan will involve many actions that are essential for

adding the goal propositions into the world state and enabling the goal conditions to be met, including the

action that water each plant. These actions must be included in a valid plan and they have no alternative

with a smaller action cost. Therefore, the only possible place to optimize the plan in terms of cost is the

route that the Farmbot visit each plant and water them. More precisely, minimizing the unnecessary travel

distance between all the positions that farmbot will move to in order to complete the task and hence,

minimize the extra time and energy spent on a non-optimal traveling route.

The domain with action cost will be extended based on the classical domain in section IV-D above. To

include action cost, we first introduce numeric fluent to the domain requirement:

(:requirements

...

:fluents

)

Then we need to declare the additional section called functions in the PDDL domain. Functions are

specific predicates in PDDL domain for the numeric fluent. Because the only meaningful plan metric to

optimize is the total travel distance, or the route for Farmbot to complete a certain task as we mentioned

above, and the action ’move’ is the only action that allows Farmbot to move and visit each of the positions

where it have to perform certain other actions to achieve the goal state. Therefore, the action ’move’ is

the only meaningful action to apply the action cost for planners to opt for a better route, and the cost is

determined by the distance of the two positions between which the action move is taken. So, we need

two functions, one to keep track of the total action cost, and the other is used to assign the individual

cost that is the distance between the 2 position parameters of the action ’move’.
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(:functions

(move-distance ?x - position ?y - position) - number

(total-cost) - number

)

Also, we need to modify the action ’move’ as follows:

(:action move

:parameters (?x ?y - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (farmbot-at ?x))

(farmbot-at ?y)

(increase (total-cost) (move-distance ?x ?y))

)

)

A full PDDL domain is included in the Appendix B. Compared to the classical domain, the only change

is the new effect (increase (total-cost) (move-distance ?x ?y)). This is saying when each time the Farmbot

moves from position x to position y, the total cost of the entire plan increases by the moving distance

between x and y.

In the PDDL problem file, the initial values of these functions should be instantiated in the initial state:

(define (problem example) (:domain farmbot)

(:objects Loc1 Loc2 Loc3 Loc4 Loc5 - position)

(:init

...

(= (total-cost) 0)

(= (move-distance Loc1 Loc2) 23) #the value for each (move-distance x y) is just example

(= (move-distance Loc2 Loc2) 21)

(= (move-distance Loc1 Loc3) 32)

...

(= (move-distance Loc4 Loc5) 22)

(= (move-distance Loc5 Loc4) 22)

)
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(:goal (and

...

)

)

The semantics is to assign the initial total-cost to 0, and assign a cost value between each two position

objects that reflects the distance. Then we need to specify the plan metric to optimize by including the

following definition in the problem file:

(:metric

minimize (total-cost))

)

Therefore, the planner will keep in mind the value of the total-cost and find a valid plan with the better

combined cost of all the ’move’ actions in the plan, or the total traveling distance.

The limitations to model the action cost mainly come from modelling the initial state of the planning

problems. We have to provide the instantiation of the (move-distance x y) between every two positions

in the garden bed. It is equivalent to manually defining the weight of every edge in a fully connected

network and it introduces tedious works. However, this way of modelling the action cost is still reasonable

as the same instantiations of all the (move-distance x y) apply to all different planning problems as long

as the position objects do not change, meaning that if we define it once, we can use it in every problem

files. On Farmbot, the positions of plants usually form a logical grid, meaning that it is very likely the

position objects will always be the same for each unique garden bed size. Also, the PDDL instantiation

for all the (move-distance x y) can be generated by a script which takes in a garden layout defined in

texts. We will describe the script later in section V when discussing the experiment where we use a script

to scale up the problems and conduct benchmarking on planners for the domain.

E. Evaluation

This evaluation is a functional testing and validation focusing on finding out whether the PDDL

modelling of Farmbot we provided above allows the planner to generate plans as we expected. We will

formulate 5 scenarios and the corresponding planning problems, and will run planner on each of them and

manually examine the details of the plans to see if the correct plans are found. We will only conduct the

evaluation on the first PDDL domain: the pure classical domain because the second domain with action

cost plan metric is extended from the first one and has mostly the same semantics and modelling. The
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main purpose is to find out whether the decisions made on modeling those predicates and the actions

in the provided domains are appropriate and can result in the expected plans from the given planning

problems. Therefore, if the first domain passes the evaluation then so does the second domain.

Table II describes the scenarios, and the PDDL problem files of the corresponding planning problems

are attached in Appendix C.

TABLE II: Scenarios for evaluation

Scenario number Description

Scenario 1 The goal is for Farmbot to grow 4 plants at 4 different positions. The initial

world state indicates that these 4 positions are empty, there are 4 seeds in the

container, each for one plant respectively. The Farmbot is initially at a position

called ’home’ and the tool mount is equipped with no tool. The initial state

also describes the available tools and their positions.

Scenario 2 The goal requires Farmbot to water 4 plants at 4 different positions. The initial

world state describes which plant at which position, and the available tools and

their positions. The Farmbot is initially at a different position called ’home’,

and it is equipped with the weeder, which is the wrong tool for the current

task.

Scenario 3 The goal requires Farmbot to check the soil moisture of 4 plants at 4 different

positions. The initial world state describes which plant at which position, and

the available tools and their positions. The Farmbot is initially at position

’home’ and is equipped with the wrong tool. This time, the goal also requires

the Farmbot to return to ’home’ after the task is completed.

Scenario 4 The goal requires Farmbot to detect the weed around 4 plants at 4 different

positions and return to the initial position. The initial world state describes

which plant at which position, and the available tools and their holders’

positions. The Farmbot is initially at position ’home’, and equipped with

unnecessary tool ’weeder’. It needs to get rid of it before its camera can

function properly.

Scenario 5 The goal requires Farmbot to remove 3 weeds at 3 positions around 2 plants.

The initial state describes the 2 plants and 3 weeds, where 2 weeds are around

one plant and 1 weed is around the other. The initial state also describes the

Farmbot’s initial position ’home’ and the available tools and their positions.

The Farmbot starts with no equipped tool.

This functional testing is conducted using an online PDDL editing environment [67]1. This is the

most suitable and easy-to-use platform for testing classical planning domains and problems in PDDL.

It has a planning service provided by an integrated online planner. The research and infrastructure for

1http://editor.planning.domains/

http://editor.planning.domains/
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classical planning model are the most mature, therefore we avoid the complication of setting up our own

environment.

The results show that all the problems over the proposed PDDL domain allow the domain independent

planner to generate the expected plans. The modelling decisions on the domain propositions, predicates and

actions are adequate and appropriate. The continuous element, such as the coordinate can be represented

in individual propositional variables. The results and observations are displayed in Table III

TABLE III: Results and observation for evaluation

Scenario number Outcome Observation

Scenario 1 Plan is found The plan is correct, the Farmbot start by moving to the position

of the seeder, picking up the seeder and then repeat the actions

of moving to the seed tray, picking up one seed, then moving

to each position to place the seed one by one into each of the

4 positions.

Scenario 2 Plan is found The plan is correct and is aware of the presence of the wrong

tool, the Farmbot will first move to the position of the tool

holder of the weeder, put down the weeder then move to and

pick up the watering nozzle, then it moves to one of the plants,

water it, then move to the next one and so on, until all 4 plants

are watered.

Scenario 3 Plan is found The correct plan is found, similar to the previous scenario, the

Farmbot will first put down the wrong tool, and pick up the

right one, which is the soil sensor. Then, it will visit all 4

plants one by one and check the soil moisture of them. At the

end, it moves back to the position ’home’ as it is in the goal

state.

Scenario 4 Plan is found The correct plan is found, and the process is very similar to

the previous scenario, the Farmbot will put down wrong tool

first, but the difference is that detecting weed does not require

picking up a tool as the weed detecting camera is built into

the tool mount. The Farmbot will directly move to each of the

plants and detect weeds around them. At the end, it moves

back to the initial position ’home’

Scenario 5 Plan is found The correct plan is found, the Farmbot will first move to and

pick up the weeder. Then, it moves to the first plant, removes

the two weeds around it, then it moves to the next plant and

remove the remaining weed.

This evaluation provides sufficient evidence to critically examine our modelling decisions. It shows that

our PDDL domains are valid and allow a domain independent planner to generate plans as expected, which
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helps us partially answer our RQ1. However, this evaluation has limitations and is not conclusive as only

a few representative scenarios are selected to test the validity of the PDDL model, we did not cover all

the possible planning problems. In addition, the plan metric in the second domain is not evaluated. Both

domains will be further evaluated later in section V and section VIII using their corresponding planners

in our own experiment environment, and we will combine all the evidence, including this evaluation as

part of the mixed evidence at the end to support conclusive answers to our research questions.
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V Benchmarking Experiment
In this section, we conduct the experiment to compare the performance of different planners on the

two PDDL domains we present above. These domains contain different features that are supported by

different PDDL standards and hence, require different planners. The first domain, which is the classical

domain, requires classical planners such as BFWS and FF. The second domain with action cost plan

metric requires anytime satisfying planners such as LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT. The purpose of

this experiment is to gather results based on the performance metrics, such as time taken to find a plan

and the plan quality of the corresponding planners that are applied to these domains, and analyze these

results to gather evidences that help us answer whether the use of action cost plan metric allows us

to significantly improve the plan quality compared to the pure classical domain where plan metric is

ignored. Also, whether the improvement in total plan cost compensates the extra time expense in finding

such an improved plan. The results and evidences we gathered from this experiment will be used to answer

mainly the RQ 2, though the correctness of running the entire experiment can be used as an evidence of

the correctness of the PDDL modelling, which contributes to answering the RQ 1.

A. Method and Experiment Settings

The experiment will be conducted in an automated way using a script written in the Python programming

language [68] version 3.6.9. The script takes in a PDDL domain and a problem, then it will iteratively

scale up the problem size by inserting new objects and goals, call the planner on this domain and the

scaled-up problem to find a plan, and parse the output by the planner to collect useful metrics for analysis.

The planning problems we used for this experiment has the initial state that describes a number of

position objects with plants at each of them that require watering. The goal condition is for the Farmbot

to water all of them. For the pure classical domain in section IV-C, this problem is modelled as follows:

(define (problem experiment-problem) (:domain farmbot)

(:objects

...

position1 position2 position3 position4 position5 ... - position

plant1 plant2 plant3 plant4 plant5 ... - plant

)

(:init

...

(plant-at position1 plant1)
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(plant-at position2 plant2)

(plant-at position3 plant3)

(plant-at position4 plant4)

(plant-at position5 plant5)

....

(need-water position1 plant1)

(need-water position2 plant2)

(need-water position3 plant3)

(need-water position4 plant4)

(need-water position5 plant5)

)

(:goal (and

(watered position1 plant1)

(watered position2 plant2)

(watered position3 plant3)

(watered position4 plant4)

(watered position5 plant5)

...

)

)

The problem size is defined as the number of position objects in this problem, a problem size of

one means that there is only one plant object at a position object with the goal of watering this plant.

Increasing the problem size by one will mean to insert an additional position object, plant object, and

introduce additional accompanying propositions such as the (plant-at) and (need-water) in the initial state

as well as the (watered) proposition in the goal state. This will proportionally increase the instances of

the predicates and actions as defined in the domain, thus the number of states (nodes) and actions (edges)

in the search problem. Therefore, scaling up the problem. By running the planners on a problem with

increasing problem size and gathering performance metrics. We can tell how well the planner scale on

such a domain and therefore, provide us evidences on selecting the appropriate domain and planner.

The reason why this planning problem is selected for the experiment is because this problem allows

meaningful optimization of the plan cost proposed in the second PDDL domain. Consider an alternative

problem such as placing seeds and growing plants at each position, where the Farmbot has to repeat

the movement back-and-forth between the seed container to pick up one seed at a time and the desired

position to place such a seed. There is no way that the visiting order of these positions can be optimized
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because as soon as Farmbot places a seed at one position, it needs to move to a fixed position where the

seed container is to pick up the next seed. This is required in the state trajectory to reach the goal in this

case and hence, the visiting order does not matter and the total travelling distance is always the same. To

support this, we have done a preliminary experiment that runs LAMA planner and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

planner to solve problems that require placing seeds to grow plants on all desired positions as problem

size scales up from 1 to 100. These two anytime planners are given enough timeout limit (90 seconds) to

optimize the plan. However, almost all the plans are not optimized significantly in term of the plan cost.

In particular, the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT could not find an optimized plan most of the time, and LAMA

only optimized some redundant steps (such as moving to another position and then moving to the desired

next position) because the overall traveling route to visit each position cannot be optimized. Figure 5 and

Figure 6 provide the evidence to support our choice.

Fig. 5: Comparing the plan cost of first plan and last plan found by LAMA

and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT during the given timeout limit, we can see that

they almost overlap and the difference before and after optimization is

insignificant. For the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT, the first plan is the last plan

most of the time because it could not find another optimized plan
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Fig. 6: Comparing total number of plan found between LAMA and Dual-

BFWS-LAPKT in 90 second as the problem scales up, Dual-BFWS-

LAPKT could not optimize the plan at all for most of the time as it

only found 1 plan, where LAMA only optimize slightly

Other possible planning problems, like the remaining ones in Table I are similar to the chosen problem

because the aforementioned visiting order can be optimized. Therefore, allowing meaningful optimization

of the plan metric. The evidence and reasoning we had so far are sufficient to support the choice.

The script will repeat the process of scaling-up the planning problem, computing the plan, and parsing

the output for analysis, starting with problem size from 1 to 100. The garden bed where we installed our

Farmbot is 1.8m x 6m. It is estimated to accommodate around 50 plants, giving it 50 positions objects on

a planning problem at maximum. However, scaling the problem up to 100 will give us clearer and more

conclusive evidences when comparing how the different planners scale in terms of the performance.

Furthermore, for the second PDDL domain, which is the classical domain with the plan metric, scaling

up the problem requires additional steps. In addition to scaling up the planning problem by inserting

new objects and propositions, we also need to insert instantiations of the (move-distance) between all the

position objects. This is done by a function in the script that takes in a number of position objects, which

is the current problem size, and automatically generates the layout of the garden that contains the given

number of position objects. The generated layout arranges the position objects in a grid-based manner and

is represented by a matrix, the function then computes the Manhattan distance between every two objects

and inserts the instantiation of the (move-distance) into the initial state. In a preliminary experiment, we
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implement two different approaches for generating the garden layout. The first one appends new position

objects in the horizontal row, and starts a new row once the current row contains 9 objects. The second

one involves the concept of blocks, each block has a size of 9 x 3 and contains up to 27 objects. It will

fill up the current block with new objects in a top-to-down, left-to-right manner, then move to fill up the

next block once the current block is full. Consider letting this function to generate a garden layout that

contains 50 position objects. Figure 7 illustrates the garden layout generated by these two approaches

respectively.

[

...

[pos46, pos47, pos48, pos49, pos50, ...],

[pos37, pos38, pos39, pos40, pos41, pos42, pos43, pos44, pos45],

[pos28, pos29, pos30, pos31, pos32, pos33, pos34, pos35, pos36],

[pos19, pos20, pos21, pos22, pos23, pos24, pos25, pos26, pos27],

[pos10, pos11, pos12, pos13, pos14, pos15, pos16, pos17, pos18],

[pos1 , pos2 , pos3 , pos4 , pos5 , pos6 , pos7 , pos8 , pos9 ],

]

[

...

[pos28, pos31, pos34, pos37, pos40, pos43, pos46, pos49, ...],

[pos29, pos32, pos35, pos38, pos41, pos44, pos47, pos50, ...],

[pos30, pos33, pos36, pos39, pos42, pos45, pos48, ...],

[pos1 , pos4 , pos7 , pos10, pos13, pos16, pos19, pos22, pos25],

[pos2 , pos5 , pos8 , pos11, pos14, pos17, pos20, pos23, pos26],

[pos3 , pos6 , pos9 , pos12, pos15, pos18, pos21, pos24, pos27],

]

Fig. 7: Illustration of the difference between the two garden layouts with 50

position objects resulted from two different layout generation approaches,

the top shows the first one and the bottom shows the second one.

These numbers, or parameters that determine the row size or the block size are decided arbitrarily, the

point is to result in different patterns of the layout. The second approach results in a more staggered

layout. The motivation behind testing these two approaches is due to a conference paper on the effect of

domain configuration on planner performance [53]. In the paper, the ordering of predicate declarations

were tested for the impact on planners. For our preliminary experiment, the hypothesis is that if we build
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up the garden layout in a non-staggered way, and the distance between newly introduced position objects

increases linearly, we might create a problem that is much easier for the planner to optimize. And in

reality, we might not always have this ’ideal’ layout. However, the result of this preliminary experiment

shows that the difference between these two layout patterns is not significant. Figure 8 shows the total

cost of the last found plan by the LAMA planner in 90 seconds timeout limit as problem size increases.

We will explain things such as what is the last found plan, timeout limit or planner in detail later, this

figure here is to help justify the choice of layout generation approach. Even though numeric difference

exists due to the garden layouts differ significantly hence will result in different plan cost, and there are

some sudden rises of plan cost as problem size increases because the newly inserted position is placed in

a new row or new block, we can still see that the two line do not divert from each other, meaning that they

scale up similarly. It is suggesting that the choice between these two garden layout generation approaches

will not significantly affect the conclusion we can draw from the results. However, it is important to be

consistent. Therefore, we will stick to approach two for all experiments. Also because a more staggered

layout might reflect the real world application.

Fig. 8: Plot showing how two garden layout generation approaches affect

the planner performance

We will apply different planners for each of the three domains. The planner FF and BFWS are the

state-of-the-art planners for the first pure classical STRIPS domain, they will return the output as soon

as a plan is found, disregarding the quality. Guided by the hFF heuristic and novelty respectively, the

plan they first discovered will generally be the easiest one to find in the search problem. For the second

classical domain with action cost plan metric applied, the LAMA planner and the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT
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planner are the state-of-the-art. They are anytime planners that require users to provide a timeout limit.

These two planners will iteratively improve the quality of the plan based on the plan metric, or total plan

cost in our case until the timeout. For both anytime planners, the time limit we allow is 90 seconds. After

some preliminary experiments, we found that 90 seconds will allow the results to show some conclusive

evidences that differentiate the planners as well as the domains. Enabling us to critically analyze the

results and extract the meaningful conclusion. We will discuss it in detail in the later sections.

All of these planners will produce an output file once they are called to solve a problem. The output file

indicates whether plans can be found. If the answer is positive, this output file will contain the performance

metrics we are interested besides the plan itself. We can use these metrics to evaluate the effectiveness

of planners for each domain. For FF and BFWS on classical STRIPS domain, we are most interested

in the time taken for finding the plan, as well as the total cost of the plan. However, FF and BFWS on

pure classical domain do not allow declaration of action cost. The planners will report the plan length,

which is the number of actions in the plan as the plan cost because the cost is assumed to be uniform as

1. We can work around this by parsing the detailed plan and calculating the action cost. For the LAMA

and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT, which are the anytime planners, they are slightly different. In addition to the

same performance metrics as the FF and BFWS, we are also interested in how many plans they find for

each of the problem sizes in the given time limit. Then, if there are more than one plan found, which

means that the plan is optimized, we are most interested in the difference of time taken and the cost

between the first plan found and the last plan found before the timeout. These can allow us to analyze

how much extra time the planners take to optimize the plan and how well the plan is optimized. We will

show these performance metrics that we can directly parse from the output of planners in section V-B,

then, we will also discuss the information we can extrapolate from these results through further analysis

in the discussion section V-C. Furthermore, each of the same configuration (domain, planner, problem

size etc.) will be run 10 times and the mean average will be taken as the result to minimize the impact

of the performance fluctuation of the computing hardware. Hypothetically, we will only see variations in

the time expense for the planners from the results of the multiple repetitions of the same configuration,

this is because the same algorithm on the same search problem will always follow the same search path

and produce the same plan. There is no stochasticity in the planners we use. Also, the variations in

time taken across different repetitions of the same configuration are expected to be small, because the

fundamental search problem remains the same, the search effort required for the algorithm will be the

same, the variations can only be caused by the fluctuation in hardware performance such as CPU.
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This experiment will be run on a desktop computer with Intel 10900k CPU, 32 gigabytes of memory

running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS [69]. Figure 9 shows the process diagram of this experiment. Figure 10

provides a simple diagram showing the components and the relationships of the script. To summarize the

experiment: for the two domains we proposed in section IV, we will run their respective planners to solve

the problems, and scale up the problem size from 1 to 100 to see how each planner performs when the

complexity of the search problem increases. Each setting will be run 10 times and averaged out for the

results. The results will be used to help determine the appropriate planning domain between them for the

planning problems on Farmbot as well as the optimal planner for this domain.
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Fig. 9: Process diagram of the scripts used for the experiment
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Fig. 10: Diagram showing the components of the script and their interac-

tions with internal components or external files and programs

B. Results and Interpretation

We gather the performance metrics on how planners solve the problems with increasing problem size on

their respective domain as described above. The results are stored in csv files that contain the individual

performance metrics for all problem sizes. These csv files are large and each contains thousands of entries.

Instead of displaying the raw data in tables, we use the python programming language version 3.6.9 [68]

and the library matplotlib [70] to produce plots that are easier to view and interpret.
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1) Classical planning model

The planners BFWS and FF are applied to the pure classical domain. Figure 11 shows the time taken

to find a plan as the problem size increases. The solid plot is the mean average value whereas the

shaded area around the mean represents the standard deviation of the 10 repetitions (This visual

representation is the same for all the following plots, if not specified otherwise). The time performance

of the FF planner degrades much faster as the problem size becomes larger, starting at around 40 position

objects. This is very likely due to the computational complexity of the hFF heuristic used by the EHC

algorithm in the FF planer starts to meet performance bottleneck. On the other hand, the novelty used by

the BFWS is much easier to compute, resulting in a smaller increase in terms of the time expense. It is

certain that BFWS takes less time than the FF for the same problem size. At the problem size of 100,

the mean value of time taken by the FF planner is 1.68 compared to 0.33 of the BFWS, which is around

5 times smaller. The standard deviations are very narrow, indicating all the results of the 10 repetitions

agree with the pattern shown in the mean values and hence, does not affect our conclusion.

Fig. 11: Plot showing the time taken to find a plan on the given problem

size between BFWS planner and FF planner. The shaded area represents

the standard deviation

However, in real life scenarios, having a problem that contains 100 position objects or even bigger is

very unlikely on Farmbot. Furthermore, even though FF scales up much faster, the magnitude of the time

expense is still considered very small, which is 1.68 seconds taken to find the plan at problem size 100.

Therefore, we consider that the difference in the time expense is not significant enough in the context to

allow us to exclude the FF planner. BFWS is the clear winner to compute the plan faster, but it comes
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at the cost of using a less informed novelty compared to the hFF heuristic, which means the plan found

by BFWS is likely to be less optimal. In addition to time taken to compute the plan, the plan quality is

considered a more important performance metric as it can directly impact the plan efficiency, potentially

costing more time to execute a less optimal plan. Figure 12 shows the length of plan found by these

two planners. The shaded area does not appear as all 10 repetitions produced the same results. This is

because the same algorithm will most likely to produce the same search path on the same search problem

configuration, plans of all 10 repetitions of the same configuration are always the same. We can clearly see

that most of the time, the FF finds a shorter plan to complete the same task. However, when the problem

size is small, specifically below 20. The plots between BFWS and FF overlap. Another observation is that

the plan length of the BFWS does not divert from that of the FF, visually it just maintains a consistent

range of difference above the FF, and the difference is very narrow.

Fig. 12: Plot showing the length of the plan on the given problem sizes

between BFWS planner and FF planner

However, this is not to say that the plan quality of the plan found by the BFWS using the less informed

novelty is not worse than the more computationally expensive FF with the hFF heuristic. The plan length

is only the number of domain actions in the plan, and does not provide sufficient evidence on the quality

of the plan and hence, we cannot determine which planner finds a better plan. The limitation of the pure

classical domain is that it assumes all actions to have uniform cost, which is not always true. Both the

BFWS and FF planner do not accept the plan metric syntax and do not allow the definition of non-uniform

action cost. Therefore, they do not report directly from the planner outputs. However, in the script, we

can still generate the garden layout and store the information of the action cost in a look-up table, later
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when we obtain the detailed plan from the planner output, we can parse the plan and then calculate the

cost by adding the cost of individual (move) actions in the plan. This produces the results in Figure 13,

which shows the different plan costs of the plans found by these two planners when the problem scales

up. Because the plans of the same configuration are the same, therefore the shaded area does not appear.

Fig. 13: Plot showing the plan cost of the plan found by BFWS planner

and FF planner on the given problem sizes

The significant difference between the planner now emerges. From Figure 13, we can clearly see that

the plan quality in terms of the total action cost is generally much worse in the plans found by the BFWS.

At the start when the problem size is small, the numeric difference is also small. As the problem size

increases, the BFWS scales up much faster and diverts from that of FF. Meaning that the novelty used by

the BFWS could be even less informed to guide the search algorithm when the search problem becomes

more complicated. In addition, the plan quality of BFWS seems to fluctuate a lot as the problem size

increases, this is probably due to the less informed novelty tends to have more random or non-optimal

node expansion behaviour during the search, and occasionally increase the plan cost by some random

value. The FF, on the other hand, increases relatively consistently. Although there are three points where

sudden rise occurs. That is due to the garden layout generation approach we described above fills up the

whole block and inserts the next position object in the new block relatively far away from the existing

blocks.

Overall, BFWS compute the plan faster over our domain and the time taken scales up much slower,

though in terms of the absolute numeric difference, the FF planner is not considered unacceptably slow,
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around 1.7 seconds to find a plan for problem size 100 is still very fast. When comparing the plan quality,

the FF shows a great advantage of the BFWS and the plan found by the FF is considered much more

optimal. Generally, the FF is the more favorable planner over the first pure classical PDDL domain.

However, the evidences we have so far do not allow us to conclusively opt for this domain and the FF

planner, we still need to compare the second domain with the action cost plan metric with the two anytime

planners and place the results in a greater context later when we compare across the domains.

2) Classical planning model with action cost

In this domain, the LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT are planners designed to optimize the plan cost.

They are anytime planners that find as many plans as possible and iteratively improve the plan quality

within the given time limit. Figure 14 shows the total number of plans they find in the 90 seconds.

Generally both planners found multiple plans within the 90 seconds time limit and hence iteratively

improve the plan quality many times, there are a few exceptions for the LAMA planner where is has

downward spikes in the plot. All the 10 repetitions for the same configuration produce the same result,

therefore it is probably due to the specific search problems that LAMA failed to improve the plans.

We also notice that the total number of plans has an upward trend as problem size increases, due to

smaller size problems are generally easier to find more optimal plans over the first few tries. It seems

this upward trend gradually stabilizes as the problem size further increases, possibly due to more difficult

search effort is required to further optimize the plan when the search problems become more complicated.

Fig. 14: Comparing number of plan found by LAMA and Dual-BFWS-

LAPKT in the given timeout limit as problem size increases
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The total number of plans found does not indicate how well the two planners optimize the plan. To

investigate this, we can compare the difference of time taken and plan quality between the first plan and

the last plan found by these two planners for each problem size, so that we gain insights on generally

how much extra time is spent and how well the planners improve the plan. Figure 15 shows the difference

of the total plan cost between the first plan and the last plan found by both planners in 90 seconds time

limit, and Figure 16 shows the difference of the time taken between finding the first and the last plan.

Fig. 15: Difference of plan cost between the first plan and the last plan

found by LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

There are a few observations from these differences. Both planners can effectively optimize the plans

in the 90 seconds time limit, and the magnitude of the plan cost they optimize increases with the problem

size. Figure 16 also shows that the extra time taken for the optimization does not scale up with the problem

size, after the initial significant increase at around problem size 20, it gradually stabilizes at the same

magnitude over the remaining problem sizes. In addition, The standard deviations are very insignificant,

consider that Figure 15 shows no shaded area because all the results of the 10 repetitions are the same,

these slight variations in time taken can only be caused by fluctuations in the computing hardware and

have no meaningful implications.

From the plot of the mean value, we can observe that the extra time taken to optimize the plan between

two planners follows a similar pattern in the trend, we cannot conclusively say that one takes more time

than the other, but the numeric value of the optimized plan cost scales up differently. From Figure 15,

we can see that Dual-BFWS-LAPKT significantly optimize more costs that LAMA. However, this is not
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Fig. 16: Difference of time taken between the first plan and the last plan

found by LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT. Shaded area represents the

standard deviation

suggesting that the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT is more capable of optimizing the plan and finding a more optimal

plan before the timeout limit. The Dual-BFWS-LAPKT uses the BFWS to find the first plan and then

utilize that cost of that plan to bound the WA* search that is used in the following iterative improvement.

Unlike LAMA, which also uses WA* for the first search, the plan quality of the first plan found by

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT can be much worse than the LAMA, leaving it more room for optimization. Figure

17 shows the total plan cost of the first plan found by these two planners with increasing problem size. We

can see that the first plan found by LAMA using the WA* is much better than the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

using the BFWS.
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Fig. 17: Comparing plan cost of the first plan found between LAMA and

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

Also, considering the numeric scale in Figure 17 and Figure 15, the improvement of the plan quality

by both planners is very significant. Even though the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT optimized much more plan

cost within similar time range, it is still not considered as an advantage because the first plan found by

the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT is much worse. To compare which planner can result in a more optimal plan,

we need to compare the plan quality of the last found plan. Figure 18 shows the plan cost of the last plan

found by these two planners.

Fig. 18: Comparing plan cost of the last plan found between LAMA and

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT
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Generally, the numeric difference between the plan cost of the last found plans, which are the most

optimized plans before the timeout limit by these two planners is not significant. Even though the LAMA

occasional has only a few much worse last found plans in terms of plan cost (more precisely, the three

spikes in Figure 18) likely due to the specific search problem configuration as all 10 repetitions produce

the same results (no shaded area in the plot), overall trends between these two planners are very close

and nearly overlap most of the time. The only thing that can differentiate them is the time taken to find

these optimized plans. Figure 19 shows the time taken to find the last plan.

Fig. 19: Comparing time taken to find the last plan between LAMA and

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

In Figure 19, there are significant fluctuations because the search problem configuration is different

at each problem size. We also observe that generally both planners scale up similarly, there is a drastic

rise from problem size 20 and then stabilize and fluctuate. The standard deviations are very insignificant

and therefore patterns indicated by the mean values can be generalized to all 10 results. However, the

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT takes a shorter time and shows decreasing trend as the problem size goes beyond

60. The reason is unknown and with the evidences we have so far, we consider these two planners very

similar to each other in terms of performance. Furthermore, the two anytime planners will always take

up the 90 seconds before they terminate, the time expense we plot in those figures is less significant for

the anytime planners as the 90 seconds are always needed. However, it indicates the appropriate timeout

limit we should set for each planner.

In addition, Figure 19 looks very similar to Figure 16. This is because Figure 16 is just the difference
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of time taken between the first found plan and the last found plan, essentially it is Figure 19 subtracted

by the time taken to find the first plan. Figure 20 shows the time taken between these two planners to

find the first plan. We can see that the time taken for the first plan by both planners is very tiny and

hence, results in the similarity between Figure 19 and 16. Also, it shows that the BFWS, which is the

first search algorithm used to find the first plan by Dual-BFWS-LAPKT is much faster than WA*, but

considering Figure 17, it is at the cost of finding a much worse first plan in terms of the plan quality.

Fig. 20: Comparing time taken to find the first plan between LAMA and

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT. The standard deviations represented by the shade

area are also very narrow

Even though both planners are very similar to each other in performance, the LAMA has spikes in

costs, and generally takes longer to find the last optimized plan when the problem size increases beyond

60 for unknown reasons. These factors make Dual-BFWS-LAPKT more preferable. However, we have

no conclusive evidence to explain that and hence, we cannot confidently suggest a winner of the two

with the evidence we have so far. Furthermore, our aim is to show whether the action cost plan metric

is preferable, so we also need further analysis that compares with the pure STRIPS classical domain in

order to draw the conclusion that answers our question.

C. Analysis and Discussion

To answer this question of whether the action cost plan metric is necessary for improving the plan

quality, comparing planner performance within the same domain is not enough, instead we have to take
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it a step further to compare between the first and the second domains. In addition, we will only plot

the mean average values and ignore the standard deviations from now on. This is because from the

previously displayed results, the variations across the repetitions of the same configuration only apply to

the time expense due to fluctuation in hardware performance, and these variations are very insignificant.

They do not affect the trends and patterns indicated by the mean values. Since we are interested in

analyzing and comparing the trends, patterns and scale of the results rather than the exact numeric value,

showing the mean values only provides sufficient evidence for answering our question. Another reason is

that the standard deviations provide no meaningful implications, removing them from the plots allows us

to have a clearer observation on other useful information such as the patterns.

Figure 21 shows the plan quality of plans found by all four planners as problem size increases, BFWS

and FF using the pure classical domain, Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA on the domain with the plan

metric. For the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA, the last found plan is used.

Fig. 21: Total plan cost of the plan found by all four planners. For the

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA, the last found plan is used.

Evidently, the plan quality found by the two anytime planners over the second PDDL domain that uses

the plan metric is better. Even though LAMA has a few exceptions where it performs even worse than

the FF on the classical domain, but generally the optimized plan quality is much better. Furthermore, on

the pure classical domain, FF is significantly better than the BFWS, and the result is closer to the two

anytime planners than to the BFWS.
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To make the results more visually distinctive for comparison, instead of plotting the raw data, we apply

the log scale to the data in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows the plan quality of plans found by all four planners

as problem size increases, where loge is applied to the values on y-axis. For the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and

LAMA, the last found plan is used again.

Fig. 22: Total plan cost of the plan found by all four planners, log base e

scale is used for the plan cost. For the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA,

the last found plan is used.

We can see that LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT generally find the best plan most over all the problem

sizes and the difference between these two anytime planner is not significant. Therefore, we can say that

the action cost plan metric has a meaningful impact on improving the plan quality.

Figure 21 and Figure 22 also show that the FF planner finds much better plans compared to BFWS on

the same pure classical domain, and the plan quality is even closer to that of the two anytime planners.

This is because the hFF heuristic is a very informed heuristic that efficiently estimates the cost of the

future actions leading to the goal. Essentially the hFF heuristic is the cost of the relaxed plan (explicit

solution to the delete-relaxed plan, as explained in the literature review). Even though it does not directly

consider the action cost, it is still sensitive to the cost and allows the search algorithm to choose which

is the next search node to consider. When the problem size is relatively small, specifically smaller than

around 20, the FF planner on classical domain seems to be very close to the anytime planners even without

considering the action cost and employing the same optimizing strategy. Only when the problem size starts

to get large, the action cost plan metric then starts to enable anytime planners to find a significantly better
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plan. This shows the increasing impact of optimizing the action cost with the plan metric and anytime

planners.

However, if we consider the time taken for the anytime planners to optimize the plan and achieve the

plan quality in their last found plan, the FF seems to achieve a result that is not worst compared to the

BFWS, and requires only a fraction of the time. Figure 23 shows the time taken to find plans found by

all four planners as problem size increases. For the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA, the last found plan

is used.

Fig. 23: Time taken of the plan found by these four planners. For the

Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and LAMA, the last found plan is used.

The anytime planners over the domain with the plan metric generally spend much more time on

optimizing the plan. Figure 23 shows that extra time required by the two anytime planners could really

take up the whole 90 seconds for their last found plans whereas the two classical planners only take a

few seconds. Besides, the actual time is less important because the two anytime planners will always

spend the entire timeout limit before it terminates. Even though the action cost plan metric is evidently

useful in improving the plan quality, the FF planner on the classical domain without the plan metric might

still be desirable in some situations. Particularly when the problem size is not that large and slightly less

optimal plan is acceptable, as well as when time constraint is applied and the two anytime planners are

not allowed to have sufficient timeout limit.

Furthermore, even though Figure 23 shows that the two anytime planners could really take up the
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whole 90 seconds timeout limit, the actual time they need can be much shorter than that. Figure 24

plots the cumulative difference of the plan cost between the plans found at any time point during the 90

seconds timeout limit and their respective last found plans (the horizon x-axis indicates when during that

90 seconds the plans are found and the vertical y-axis shows the cumulative difference of those plans that

are all found at the same time relative to their respective last found plans of the same problem size), this

indicates how many more the combined total plan cost of those plans found at the same time compared

to their respective last optimized/found plan, all the problem sizes are combined. Essentially, it suggests

that within which time in that 90 seconds that the plans are optimized the most, and starting from when

in that 90 seconds, the plan quality is not improved much and hence, the timeout limit more than that is

unnecessary.

Fig. 24: The cumulative difference plot showing how many more the

combined total plan cost of those plans found at the same time compared to

their respective last found plan, for both LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT

planners

From Figure 24, it seems that most of the plans get optimized the most in the first 10 seconds, and they

appear to have no optimization after 20 seconds. It shows that having a timeout limit of 90 seconds is

unnecessary and might cancel the advantage by the two anytime planners using the plan metric compared

to the FF on the pure classical domain, especially when the problem size is small.

To summarize, with all the evidence we gathered so far, we can certainly say that the plan metric used

on the second PDDL domain allows us to apply anytime planners and significantly improve the plan
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quality. However, consider that the FF over the pure classical domain has very close plan quality when

the problem size is small, and the significant extra time require to optimize the plan quality by the two

anytime planners, we cannot decisively say the second domain with plan metric will always be the better

choice. We need to resort to further experiment later in section VIII and conduct a simulation that will

take into account not only the time taken for the planners to compute or optimize the plans, but also the

time for executing plans to find out if a slightly less optimal plan is acceptable when it can significantly

reduce the time expense of the planners. All the findings and evidences by then will be combined to make

a final conclusion. Furthermore, this benchmarking experiment also contributes several other meaningful

points to answering our research questions:

1) The choice of whether to use the plan metric might depend on the specific problem. Therefore

to compare planners thoroughly, we need to narrow the planning problem down to some specific

scenarios which contain distinctively different problem sizes.

2) Even though the time taken is less important for the anytime planners because it will always take up

the whole timeout period before it terminates, the results of time taken still allow us to determine

the appropriate time limit for our next experiment based on simulation in section VIII. Figure 25

scales the horizontal value of Figure 24 by loge to show when exactly within the 30 seconds, the

plans are optimized most. We see that for the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT, setting the timeout limit more

than 30 seconds is completely unnecessary as no further optimized plan can be found after that. For

LAMA, 50 seconds is the time when no further optimization can happen. From the original Figure

24, it seems only a very tiny amount of plan cost is optimized after 20 seconds for both planners.

When the problem size is small (smaller than around 16), Figure 23 shows that the last optimized

plan can be found in 5 seconds. Therefore 90 seconds might be too long and sometimes unrealistic

for application. In the simulation we can adjust this timeout limit to a more appropriate number.

3) The results give us insights on how planners scale up, and how different planners perform in many

different problem sizes and scenarios. The analysis we made in this section will be used as part of

the mixed evidence to support answers to our research questions.

4) Through this benchmarking, all the planners found valid plans on both domains for all the problem

sizes without giving any error. This is an indirect but strong evidence showing that our PDDL

modelling is correct. Which helps us positively answer our RQ 1. However, we will answer it with

more evidence at the end when the simulation experiment is successful.
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Fig. 25: The log-scaled cumulative difference plot showing how many

more the combined total plan cost of those plans found at the same time

compared to their respective last found plan, for both LAMA and Dual-

BFWS-LAPKT planners

Furthermore, one observation worth mentioning is that the original algorithm of BFWS can easily be

modified to prefer shorter plans: we can combine the novelty with an accumulated cost in the evaluation

function that guides the search so that the search algorithm is cost-sensitive, and when it selects the

next search node to explore, it will not just consider the novelty but also the overall quality of the plan.

However, testing this is beyond the scope of this research, and is a potential direction for the future.
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VI Integration of Planning and Controlling
In this section, we present the implementation of a ROS project that integrates the planners and

controlling components using the ROS [19] and ROSplan framework [17]. The purpose is to allow the

Farmbot to execute the plan generated by planners on the PDDL models we proposed above. The plan

outputs of planners are in pure text. This ROS project is able to parse the plans from the planners and

dispatch it to the Farmbot and instruct the Farmbot to execute the plan. It is important because we can

examine how well the domain modelling and plan generations actually work with a real world platform.

Also, it provides an infrastructure that allows us to conduct simulation later.

A. Integration Architecture

Figure 26 illustrates the architecture of this ROS project, also showing how each component interacts.

Fig. 26: High-level diagram showing the integration of planning and

controlling

The ROSplan provides two essential components, the knowledge base and the planning system, both

are individual ROS nodes. The knowledge base stores the current planning problem, with its current

world state (initial state) and the goal, it can be instantiated by a PDDL problem file upon the start of
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the program. The planning problem stored in the knowledge base can also be updated through a ROS

service. The planning system manages all the components and the workflow of the ROSplan, it will let

the knowledge base generate the PDDL problem file based on the current planning problem stored in the

knowledge base, call the planner on the supplied domain file and the generated problem file, then call the

user-supplied planner interface to parse the plan and publish that to a ROS topic, finally it will dispatch

the parsed plan to the user-supplied action interface that interacts with the actual Farmbot, and update the

current world state stored knowledge base.

We need to implement two other essential components, the planner interface and the action interface.

The former is responsible for parsing the plan outputs by the user-supplied planner and the latter is

responsible for taking the dispatched actions from the planning system and instructing the Farmbot. Users

need to provide their own implementation because the text format of plans produced by each different

planner requires a different parsing algorithm and each different robotic platform requires a different

communication format. They are essentially an ’adapter layer’ of the different user-chosen planners and

robots. However they should comply with several requirements, particularly on how they take in the input

(i.e. raw plan and action message) and provide the output (i.e. parsed plan and feedback message), these

are mainly for correct interfacing with other ROSplan components.

The planner interface is very trivial to implement, the official ROSplan project [71] provides an example

template, the only aspect we need to replace is the parsing algorithm, more precisely how to parse the

plain-text planner output and extract the individual actions from the plan, then publish them in a list of

action objects to the ’parsed plan’ topic. The action interface, on the other hand, requires some more

clarification, we will explain them in the following section VI-B.

B. Action Interface

The action interface connects the ROSplan and the Farmbot. when the ROSplan planning system starts

dispatching the plan, it will publish the first action in the plan to a ROS topic ’action dispatch’, then it will

wait for a Boolean true or false message from the ROS topic ’action feedback’ which indicates whether

that single action has been carried out successfully (’action dispatch’ and ’action feedback’ correspond to

the Action and Feedback ROS topics in Figure 26). If it receives true, then it will publish the second action

and wait for the feedback, and so on. Otherwise, it will abort the entire program. The user-implemented

action interface is responsible for two things: (1) taking the action messages from the ’action dispatch’
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topic, translate it into direct instructions and send it to the relevant robotic platform. (2) Query whether

the action is successfully executed according to the different feedback mechanism employed by different

platform, and publish that feedback of success as a true or false message to the ’action feedback’ topic.

The Farmbot programming API is based on the MQTT protocol [72], it receives the instruction by

listening to any instruction message published to MQTT topic ’from clients’, and publish any feedback

message to the MQTT topic ’from device’. The format of these messages is a raw JSON string that

contains a message id indicating the purpose of the message (instruction or feedback) and a message

body with relevant parameters. For instruction message, the message body contains the string name of

the action, and the parameters for the action. For the feedback message, it contains the status id and

debug messages. The action interface should subscribe to the ROS action topic for any dispatched action,

translate the action to the instruction message and send to the ’from clients’ MQTT topic, then it keeps

listening to the ’from device’ MQTT topic, if the message arrived is the relevant feedback message to

the last sent instruction, then it parses the message and sends it to the ROS feedback topic.

In the PDDL modelling, we model the positions on the garden bed as atomic propositions. However,

when actually instructing the Farmbot, we need to provide the (x, y, z) coordinate as the parameters to

the action ’move’ instead of the proposition. This is done by the action interface as well, which translates

each proposition representing the position object to the corresponding (x, y, z) coordinate. We store the

’proposition to coordinate’ pair in a lookup table and populate it with all the positions when the program

starts.

The implementation of action interface can be expressed as the following pseudo-code in Algorithm 1:
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Algorithm 1: Action Interface

current action id := null;

lookup table := {position1: (162, 190, 220), position2: (...), ...};

ROS.Subscribe(”action dispatch”, actionHandler);

/* subscribe to ROS topic "action_dispatch", when message comes, handle it with

function actionHandler */

MQTT.Subscribe(”from device”, feedbackHandler);

/* subscribe to MQTT topic "from_device", when message comes, handle it with

function feedbackHandler */

Function actionHandler(actionMsg)

currentAction := actionMsg;

instructionMessage := actionToInstruction(currentAction);

MQTT.Publish(”from clients”, instructionMessage);

current action id := instructionMessage.actionId;

end

Function feedbackHandler(farmbotFeedback)

feedback := translate(farmbotFeedback);

if feedback.actionId == current action id then

ROS.Publish(”action feedback”, feedback.success);

/* success is true or false Boolean value */

end

end

Function actionToInstruction(action)

... /* This function takes in the action message from the ROS action topic, and

convert it to the instruction message in JSON string format, including

convert the proposition of positions into coordinates that are

understandable by the Farmbot. Requires lookup_table */

return instructionMessage
end

Function statusToFeedback(farmbotFeedback)

... /* This function takes feedback status message from the Farmbot that is

published to the MQTT ’from_device’ topic, and parses the message for

information such as whether the action succeeded, the action id etc. */

return feedback
end
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Figure 27 illustrates how these different handlers and topics interact.

Fig. 27: Illustration of the action interface in details
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VII Agent Planning Program over The Farmbot PDDL
Domain

In pure PDDL planning, certain aspects cannot be automated, especially when the tasks can only be

achieved through a sequence of plans where the autonomous agent should reason about the consecutive

planning goal one after another. In this section, we utilize the APP to achieve the goal reasoning and

continuous planning over the Farmbot domains. Besides, our application requires us to extend the original

APP, particularly on interactive goal reasoning and online plan realization where autonomous agent

interacts with the environment (mainly through sensing) and receive information that will affect the world

state for the next planning problem. The necessary adaptions will be proposed. Furthermore, we will

describe how we implement and integrate our APP with the ROS-based controlling program.

A. The Agent Planning Program

Agent planning programs are transition system that allows the autonomous agent to traverse through

a series of planning problems over a shared domain. Consider the tasks described in Table I. When

the agricultural process is fully automated, the Farmbot should automatically go through the following

process: it starts from an initial world state with an empty garden bed. Then, it places seeds at some

desired position to grow plants, by doing so, it arrives at a state where it should then look after those

plants. Therefore, it will alternate the tasks of checking the moisture of soil for each plant, watering them

if necessary, detecting the weed around each plant and removing them if any.

The APP that enables the described transitions will need to have the appropriate program states so

that the corresponding planning problems can take the agent through each of them. Therefore the agent

planning program over the Farmbot domain will involve 4 program states:

1) The initial program state p0 or v0, corresponding to the program state where Farmbot starts with an

empty garden bed.

2) A state p1, where Farmbot can arrive from p0 by placing the seeds on all the desired positions,

indicating that it arrives at a state where it should then look after those plants.

3) A state p2, where Farmbot can arrive from p1 by checking the soil moisture of all the plants. Then,

Farmbot can return to p1 by watering all the plants

4) A state p3, where Farmbot can arrive from p1 by detecting the weeds around all the plants. Then,

it can return to p1 by removing all the plants.
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The transitions between these states will involve the following planning problems:

1) The transition d0 from p0 to p1, corresponding to the planning problem of starting from an empty

garden bed, then placing seeds on all the desired positions. The guard γ should have the (no-plant-at)

propositions that describe these desired positions as empty, and the (container-has) propositions that

describe available seeds in the seed container. The achievement goal φ should have the (plant-at)

propositions which indicate that the desired positions have plants on them. The maintenance goal

ψ does not seem necessary for this transition and hence, ψ = ∅.

2) The transition d1 from p1 to p2, corresponding to the planning problem of checking the soil moisture

level of all the plants. The γ = ∅ here as no precondition is required for this transition. However,

the maintenance goal ψ should have the (plant-at) propositions that indicate the existence of the

plant. The achievement goal φ should have the (checked-moisture) propositions indicating that all

existing plants have been checked.

3) The transition d2 from p2 back to p1, corresponding to the planning problem of watering all the

plants and return to the normal ’looking after’ state. The maintenance goal ψ should have the (plant-

at) propositions that indicate the existence of the plant, same as above. The achievement goal φ

should have the (watered) propositions indicating that all existing plants have been watered. The

guard γ can be empty as there is no other transition which the agent can choose.

4) The transition d3 from p1 to p3, corresponding to the planning problem of detecting the weed around

all the plants. The γ = ∅ here as no precondition is required for this transition. The maintenance goal

ψ should have the (plant-at) propositions that indicate the existence of the plant. The achievement

goal φ should have the (checked-weed-exist) propositions indicating that all existing positions with

plants have been checked.

5) The transition d4 from p3 back to p1, corresponding to the planning problem of removing all

the weeds and returning to the normal ’looking after’ state. The guard should have the (weed-

at) propositions indicating the presence of weed and the maintenance goal ψ is not necessary and

hence, ψ = ∅. The achievement goal φ should have the (weed-removed) propositions for all positions

indicating that all weeds are removed.

This transition system can then be visualized as the following APP-like structure, in Figure 28.
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Fig. 28: How the APP over the Farmbot domain looks like, only the

achievement goal is shown

However, what we have here is essentially a ’task reasoning’ model instead of a full APP definition.

In contrast to the original APP, here the exact content in the guard, maintenance goal and achievement

goal for each transition cannot be determined unless the garden layout, more precisely, the exact objects

(positions, plants, seeds, etc.) are known. The original APP requires the exact definition of each transition

in terms of the five-tuple 〈v, γ, ψ, φ, v′〉, meaning that the description of ’watering all plants’, ’placing

seed on all positions’ are not sufficient to define the APP in terms of the original definition because

the propositions on exactly what plants and what positions, etc. are not provided. Instead, the transition

system in Figure 28 can be instantiated on different garden layouts. What it provides is a definition on

what is the next high-level planning goal for the agent to take. Therefore, our APP is essentially a model

for the transition of the ’task’ states on Farmbot, and its detailed definitions of the transitions are template

can be instantiated on different numbers of position objects and plant objects (different garden layout).

This adaption allows us to define the APP for our domain as a formal method for goal reasoning. Despite

different garden layouts, the structure shown in Figure 28 indicates that the high-level transition goal will

always remain the same. We can define our APP over the Farmbot domain as a tuple A = 〈F, V, v0, s0, D〉

where F is all the propositions in the classical domain we proposed above. V is the set of all program
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state 〈p0, p1, p2, p3〉, v0 = p0. s0, the initial world state, corresponds to a set of propositions that describe

an empty garden bed with many position objects, the Farmbot and the initial position it is at, all the tools

rested on the tool bay and all the seeds in the seed container. And, D = 6 d0, d1, d2, d3, d4〉, the set of

all the transitions described above. Though the exact definition of each transition, particularly the exact

propositions in the guard, the maintenance goal and the achievement goal depend on the garden layout.

These exact garden layouts will be explained when we describe the scenarios for the simulation in section

VIII.

B. Changes to The Original PDDL Modelling and Implications

Furthermore, The original PDDL domains have to be modified slightly. Considering the transition d1

and d2, where the same actions will be applied to all the plants in the garden bed. In reality, not all

the plants require watering every time after the Farmbot checks their soil moisture with the soil sensor.

It depends on the sensor readings. ROSplan provides us the ROS services to modify the current world

state stored in the knowledge base as mentioned in the literature review. Therefore, with the ROSplan,

during the transition d1, each time a plant is checked with the soil sensor, the action interface can actively

update the world state by inserting the predicate (need-water) or (not-need-water) according to the sensor

reading. When later the transition d2 happens, the plan towards the same transition goal will only water

the plants that require watering. However, to reach the transition goal of watering all the plants, there

should be the (watered) propositions for all plants in the goal state, even for those that do not require

watering. Therefore we introduce another action as follows:

(:action skip_watering_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(not-need-water ?x ?p)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and

(not (not-need-water ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)

)

)

The semantics of this action should be interpreted as: for those plants that do not require watering

according to the soil sensor reading, the current world state is updated with the predicate (not-need-water)
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for each of them when Farmbot checks the soil moisture. Then later when planning towards the transition

goal of watering all the plants, the planner can generate the plan that does not water the unnecessary

plants, but the goal condition (watered) in the goal state can still be reached even though some of the

plants will not have the (need-water) proposition. A slight modification is also required in the action

interface, when the action dispatcher sees this action, it will just ignore it and do not send any instruction

to the Farmbot. Therefore, no action will be taken on those plants that do not require watering but the

transition goal of watering all plants is still reachable. This is a typical case where we utilize the ROS

and ROSplan to accomplish something that is not feasible on a PDDL-only system.

This is also the case for the transition d3 and d4, which require the action interface to actively update

the world state indicating whether there is any weed detected around each plant. Therefore, different plans

are required for removing the weeds and transition towards the same goal. This mean a similar action to

the one above should be introduced in both PDDL domains:

(:action skip_removing_weed

:parameters (?x - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(no-weed-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (no-weed-at ?x))

)

)

There are several implications to these modifications:

1) The state trajectory during the APP transition is now affected by the sensor reading, meaning that

the agent is now ’interactive’ and the actions have fully observable non-deterministic effects that

depend on the environment or the simulator, and the plan realization for the same transition will

have different resulting world states.

2) Therefore the same program state of the APP, particularly for the program state p2 and p3, will now

have a dynamic corresponding world state each time the agent moves to them due to the conditional

action effects to the state trajectory. For example in p2, different plants will have the (need-water)

propositions in the corresponding world state each time the agent arrives at this program state by

checking the soil moisture of each plant.
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3) This further implies that some transitions, specifically d2 and d4, will probably start from a different

world state each time, even though the program states are always the same.

4) For them to reach the same transition goal from a different initial world state of that specific planning

problem, a different plan is required for that specific transition each time.

5) This means that the detailed plan can only be determined when the autonomous agent is at the start

program state for that transition, because every time the initial world state at that start program state

is different. Pre-computed plan realization of the original APP proposed in [18] will not work. We

have to have some approach that allows us to alternate the planning for the next transition goal and

the transitioning (execute that plan and move towards the transition goal). And, the planning should

happen just before the transitioning at each program state when the corresponding world state is

known.

The original APP proposed in [18] did not specify whether each program state should correspond to

a unique world state. However, from the plan realization approach in [18], plans for all transitions are

pre-computed, assuming a fixed unique world state for each program state. This is not suitable for our

application because if that is the case, for every unique garden layout and number of position objects, there

will be 2n unique program states replacing each of our program states p2 and p3, where n is the number

of position objects (same as the number of plants). This is because, for all the n plants in the garden

bed, each of them can have a (need-water) or (not-need-water) propositions in the resulting world state in

program state p2, similar for p3. If we adopt the original APP, the effort in constructing such an APP will

be unimaginable. Instead, we relax the original APP to allow one program state to correspond to multiple

different actual world states, except for the initial program state. We consider this as another adaption

to the original work on APP, and adding value to it for real-world applications. However, as mentioned

before, this will require a different plan realization approach to the original pre-computed approach. It

will be explained in detail in the following section where we discuss the implementation.

C. Implementation and Integrating with The ROS Project

The actual implementation of the agent planning program will require us to extend the ROS project

from section VI and implement a controlling program based on the ROSplan planning system so that the

Farmbot can generate multiple planning problems, execute plans that allow it to transition between the

program states, and accomplish multiple goals. When the project starts, the ROSplan will first instantiate

the knowledge base with the initial world state of the APP defined in a problem file. Then, the controlling
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program will take in an APP definition and construct the transition system. After this, it starts from the

initial program state, selects the next applicable transition, finds a plan towards that transition goal, and

finally executes the plan and transitions to the next program state. It continues the transition from one

program state to the other program state and so on, according to the APP definition. There are several

things we will clarify in the following subsections:

1) How the APP model, like the one in Figure 28 is represented in order for the controlling program

to take in the APP definition and parse it to construct the transition system?

2) What is the initial world state and how can we utilize the ROSplan to set up this initial world state

in our ROS program?

3) How the transition process, or the plan realization is implemented in the controlling program and

How we utilize the ROS services provided by the ROSplan to implement it?

4) During plan realization, how the next applicable transition is selected (goal reasoning)?

1) Representing the agent planning program

For the program to understand the APP over the Farmbot domain, we utilize the JSON format to

represent the APP definition. The information in the JSON file includes all its program states and the

transitions between them. The following code fragment shows part of the full JSON representation of the

APP over the Farmbot domain in Figure 28:

{

"States" : [

"p0",

"p1",

"p2",

"p3"

],

"Transitions" : [

{

"name" : "d1",

"StartState" : "p0",

"EndState" : "p1",

"Guards" : [

{

"predicate" : "no-plant-at",

"parameters" : {

"x" : "position1"
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}

},

...

],

"MaintenanceGoals" : [],

"AchievementGoals" : [

...

]

},

{

"name" : "d2",

"StartState" : "p1",

"EndState" : "p2",

"Guards" : [],

"MaintenanceGoals" : [

{

"predicate" : "plant-at",

"parameters" : {

"x" : "position1",

"p" : "plant1"

}

},

...

],

"AchievementGoals" : [

...

]

},

...

{

"name" : "d4",

"StartState" : "p3",

"EndState" : "p1",

"Guards" : [

...

],

"MaintenanceGoals" : [],

"AchievementGoals" : [
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...

]

}

]

}

This definition contains a set of program states, and a set of transitions each is represented as a JSON

object containing the full definition of the 5 tuple 〈v, γ, ψ, φ, v′〉. Each of the guard, maintenance goal and

achievement goal is a set of propositions, and each of the propositions is represented as a JSON object

containing the predicate name and the parameters that instantiate the predicate to form the full proposition.

The controlling program will parse this whole JSON object and construct a transition system with a

logical structure resembling the structure shown in Figure 28. Then the agent transition will base on such

a logical transition system.

2) Initial world state

Because our controlling program is based on the ROSplan framework, when the ROSplan starts, it will

always take in a problem file that is the initial planning problem used to instantiate the knowledge base.

We utilize this to instantiate the knowledge base with the initial world state of the agent planning program.

The initial world state, as mentioned before, describes an empty garden bed with all the empty position

objects, the available seeds in the container, the initial Farmbot position, and all the available tools. The

following fragment of PDDL problem file describes the initial world state

(define (problem initial-world-state) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home position1 position2 position3 ... - position

seed1 seed2 seed3 ... - seed

plant1 plant2 plant3 ... - plant

)

(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(tool-mount-free)

(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)
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(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(container-has seedtray seed1)

(container-has seedtray seed2)

(container-has seedtray seed3)

....

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed1 plant1)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed2 plant2)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed3 plant3)

....

(no-plant-at position1)

(no-plant-at position2)

(no-plant-at position3)

....

)

(:goal (and

))

)

The missing parts in this problem file depend on the exact garden layout (number of position objects),

the existing part only shows 3 position objects that will require the Farmbot to place seeds on them and

grow plants. It can be scaled up according to different garden layouts.

For the second domain where plan metric is applied, we also need to define the additional metric

(move-distance) between every pair of position objects as well as instantiate the initial plan cost (total-

cost) to 0. Declaration for the plan metric in the (:metric) section should also be included for enabling

the corresponding planners to improve the plan quality in terms of the defined plan metric.
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3) Transitions and online plan realization

After the program starts, the knowledge base is instantiated with the initial world state and the transition

system is established from the JSON format representation of the APP. The program will set current

program state to the initial program state in the transition system. Starting from the initial program state,

the program will then transition through a series of program states and execute many plans. Considering

the modification to the PDDL domain mentioned above, the implication to the APP is that the same

program state will have different world states, requiring different plans towards the next transition goal.

Plan for the next transition can only be computed after the previous transition is completed and the agent

is at a known starting world state. A solution for an APP is called plan realization, the original literature on

APP [18] employs an aforementioned offline approach that pre-computes the plan realization as a policy

function that maps each unique tuple of program state, world state and achievement goal (transition goal)

to a pre-computed plan. For our application, the plan realization needs to be a sequence of alternating

transition from new program state and world state and planning for that transition goal from that specific

world state. That is, the autonomous agent alternates the plan computation and the execution of that

plan. At every program state, the agent is likely to be at a new world state that is never encountered

before, therefore instead of asking the policy function for the pre-computed plan for the current program

state, corresponding world state and the decided transition goal, the agent actively determines the next

transition goal through goal reasoning, and then computes the plan. This approach is referred to as online

plan realization [62].

The definition of online realization in the context of our application extends that in the [62], and is

defined as follows:

Definition 1. The online realization of the agent planning program A = 〈F, V, v0, s0, D〉 over the Farmbot

domain is a sequence of (s0, v0)d1π1(s1, v1)d2π2...(sn−1, vn−1)dnπn(sn, vn) where:

• n ≥ 0

• s0 = s0 is the initial world state, v0 = v0 is the initial program state

• di = vi−1
γi,ψi,φi→ vi = σ(D, vi−1, si−1) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is the selected transition through the

goal reasoning function σ that takes the agent from vi−1 to vi. The goal reasoning function σ takes

in the start program state vi−1, filtered out the non-applicable transitions from D (i.e. the transitions

whose v in 〈v, γ, ψ, φ, v′〉 6= vi−1 and γ∪ψ 6⊆ si−1), and select the next transition from the remaining

applicable transitions based on tie-breaking strategy we will discuss later.

• πi is the solution plan of the planning problem whose initial state is si−1 and the goal state is φi of
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the selected transition di, and is computed online. The application of πi results in the world state si

such that φi ⊆ si while ψi of the selection transition di holds throughout the state trajectory of πi.

The following pseudo-code in Algorithm 2 describes the implementation in the ROS-based controlling

system:
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Algorithm 2: Transition system

ROS.knowledge base.reset current state(”initial world state.pddl”);

/* Instantiate knowledge base with initial world state s0 */

app := parse and construct app from JSON file(”APP on Farmbot.json”);

current program state := app.initial program state;

while program is running do

selected next transition := σ();

/* Goal reasoning */

ROS.knowledge base.update current goal(selected next transition.achievement goal);

ROS.planning system.generate planning problem(”problem.pddl”);

/* Generate the planning problem from the knowledge base into pddl problem

file "problem.pddl" */

ROS.planning system.call planner(”domain.pddl”, ”problem.pddl”, ”plan.txt”);

/* Run the planner which takes the supplied planning domain, generated

problem and write the planner output to a plan file */

ROS.planning system.parse plan(”plan.txt”);

/* This is where user-supplied planner interface comes into play */

while not ROS.planning system.plan dispatch completed do

ROS.planning system.dispatch one action();

ROS.wait for action to finish();

ROS.knowledge base.check if condition hold(selected next transition.maintenance goal);

/* Making sure that ψ holds throughout the state trajectory of the plan */

end

ROS.knowledge base.check if condition hold(selected next transition.achievement goal);

/* Just validating whether the achievement goal or transition goal is met */

if None of the above steps went wrong then

current program state := app.get state(selected next transition.end program state);

/* Move to the next program state */

else
throwError()

end

end
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This implementation can be summarized as: starting from the initial program state, the agent selects one

applicable transition based on the goal reasoning, updates the ROSplan knowledge base with that transition

goal via the provided ROS services, finds the plan towards that transition goal from the current world

state, dispatches the plan for it to be executed by the Farmbot and makes sure the maintenance goal of the

current transition holds throughout the state trajectory of the plan, and finally validates that the transition

goal is achieved and moves to the next program state.

4) Goal reasoning and tie-breaking

In the online plan realization and transition we described above, the most important part is the ’selection’

of the next transition goal, which gives this entire process the ’online’ property. This selection is goal

reasoning, and it is about formulating and selecting the goal for the next planning [65]. Since the transition

goal is essentially the achievement goal of the selected transition, therefore the goal reasoning in the

context of our application should be about selecting the one applicable transition. Determining whether

the transition is applicable is mainly based on two criteria: (1) whether the start state of the transition

matches the current program state, and (2) whether the guard and maintenance goal hold in the current

world state. This is also another reason why the goal reasoning needs to be carried out in an online

approach before the planning because the corresponding world state for each program state is dynamic

and depends on the state trajectory caused by the previous plan.

However, for our application, an important observation indicates that having more than one applicable

transitions from a given program state is possible. For example in p1 we will have a non-deterministic

transition, it can go through both d1 and d3 as they are equally applicable according to the above two

criteria. Also, another important observation is that we want the autonomous agent to alternate between

equally applicable transitions so that all transitions are ensured to be visited, instead of just randomly

selecting one and resulting in uneven distribution of the number of executions between these equally

applicable transitions. The original APP will not enable us to break ties meaningfully, therefore we extend

the definition in the following way:

Definition 2. The extended agent planning program A is defined as a five-tuple A = 〈F, V, v0, s0, D, σ〉

where:

• F, V, v0, s0 remains the same as the original definition.

• σ is the goal reasoning function.
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• D is a set of transition D = 〈d0, d1, d2, d3, ...〉 where each transition d is defined as a six-tuple

d = 〈v, γ, ψ, φ, v′, h〉. v, γ, ψ, φ, v′ are the same as the original definition, h is a newly introduced

element called history. h is initialized as 0 and records the number of times this transition has been

selected during the online plan realization of that APP.

When we have more than one equally applicable transitions according to the two criteria above, the

selected applicable transition is the one with the least h among them. Therefore, we extend the APP in

such a way so that we can break ties meaningfully and the goal reasoning should always result in the

transition goal from only one applicable transition. The aforementioned goal reasoning function σ can be

implemented as the following pseudo-code in Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3: Goal Reasoning

Function GoalReasoning

selected transition := null;

for d ∈ D do /* For each transition d in the set of all transitions D */

start state ← d.start state;

conditions ← d.guard ∪ d.maintenance goal;

if ROS.knowledge base.condition hold(conditions) && start state == current program state then

if selected transition 6= null then

selected transition := whichever has smaller h(d, selected transition);

end

end

end

assert selected transition 6= null;

selected transition.h++;

/* Increment history by 1 */

return selected transition;

end
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VIII Simulation
In this section, we present the results of a simulation experiment where we deploy the whole ROS project

we implemented above, which is the controlling program including the planning, the plan executing and

the APP to a simulator. The simulator is essentially a virtual Farmbot that will receive and execute the

dispatched action from the ROS-based project and provide the action feedback just like the real Farmbot.

There are 3 main purposes for the simulation:

1) To further evaluate the correctness of our PDDL domain modelling proposed in section IV and

answer the RQ1 with combined evidences across previous evaluations and experiments.

2) To gather and analyze more data on the performance difference between the first classical domain

and the second classical domain with plan metric, and combine with results from the benchmarking

experiment to find conclusive answers to the RQ2.

3) Last but not least, to evaluate our APP, and show that our implementation allows the sequence of

transitions of APP, especially the correctness of the goal reasoning, the tie-breaking and online plan

realization, which enable the autonomous agent to continue planning after the previous transition

is traversed. It helps us answer the RQ3 and evaluate whether our adaption to the original APP is

successful.

Furthermore, this simulation also aims to show that the overall system is working as expected. The

simulation is needed due to the extended lockdown, as the original intention is to evaluate the system on

the actual Farmbot.

A. Simulation Experiment Scenarios and Settings

From the results and analysis of the benchmarking experiment in section V, we know that when the

problem size is relatively small, particularly when below 20, the pure classical domain with FF planner

has to potential to become a better choice as the plan quality is not significantly worse while having the

advantage of not needing the extra time to optimize the plan metric. The domain with the plan metric

shows the significant advantage as the problem size becomes larger. Furthermore, the artificial layouts are

matrix-based and very simple, also the Manhattan distance used for the plan metric is discrete-valued,

which might result in relatively easy search problem configurations and hence, affects the performance of

planners. In the simulation, we can narrow down the scenarios to some specific garden layouts that are

more natural compared to the matrix-based ones. The results showing different advantages of domains
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and planners in different problem sizes also suggest that in order to thoroughly compare the two domains,

the simulation needs to be done on both a small size problem and a large size problem, more precisely,

a small size garden with a relatively smaller number of objects, and a large size garden with more objects.

Therefore, we conduct the simulation on two garden bed layouts. The smaller one contains 15 position

objects, whereas the larger one contains 50 position objects. 15 is chosen for the smaller garden because

we are interested in seeing the results when the problem size is below 20, but we want neither to be too

small nor at the exact maximum. Therefore, 15 is considered a number in the middle. 50 is chosen for

the larger garden bed as it is sufficient for a large problem size, also any number beyond will not be

meaningful as the real garden is not large enough to accommodate that. Figure 29 and Figure 30 show

these two garden layouts.

Fig. 29: A garden layout for the simulation, drawn on the real 1.8m x

6m garden, viewing from above, containing 50 position objects. The area

highlighted is the tool bays, containing the necessary tools such as weeder,

seeder etc. The coordinates are shown in mm, the bottom-left is (0, 0),

the scale is annotated at every 200 mm
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Fig. 30: A garden layout containing 15 position objects for the simulation

The position objects are arranged in horizontal manner, as illustrated in Figure 31.

pos11 pos12 pos13 pos14 pos15

pos6 pos7 pos8 pos9 pos10

pos1 pos2 pos3 pos4 pos5

Fig. 31: Illustration of arrangement and ordering of the position objects,

correspond to the garden layout in Figure 30.The larger garden layout is

arrange in the same way, just containing 50 objects

However, different from the benchmarking experiment, the exact position of each object now is its own

(x, y) coordinates as in Figure 29 and Figure 30, instead of the index in the matrix. Meaning that the

action cost plan metric for the domain action (move) in the second PDDL domain, which is defined by

the travel distance for Farmbot to move its tool tip from one position to the other is calculated as the

Euclidean distance between these two positions. Denoted by the formula:

d =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2

Furthermore, the positions of each tool (the highlighted part in Figure 29) and the distance from

each other position is now taken into consideration, instead of being assigned as 1 in the benchmarking

experiment (We did so because we thought the Farmbot would always need to pick up the necessary tool

for the task in order to reach the goal state, therefore the distance to tools cannot be optimized anyway).

Therefore, we have garden layouts and the resulting problem configurations that are closer to the real

garden environment.
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Both domains proposed in section IV, also the 4 planners, 2 for each domain will be run in the

simulation. They are combined with the ROS-based project along with agent planning program which

is for continuous planning and goal reasoning. All these components will be integrated into a single

ROS project that instructs the virtual Farmbot in the simulator to perform tasks. The details of the

implementation will be explained in the next section. Considering the two different garden layouts, there

will totally be 8 different simulation configurations.

Each configuration will be run for 21 transitions. In the APP definition, the autonomous agent first

grows plants at all the positions, then rotate between checking the moisture then watering all plants (or

making sure plants are watered) and detecting weeds around all plants and removing them. 21 transitions

will allow the program to grow plants and rotate the aforementioned 4 transitions 5 times. We decide on

this number because we also conducted some preliminary experiments beforehand, and 21 transitions will

be sufficient for us to observe an adequate amount of continuous transitions and evaluate the concatenated

sequence of planning problems with different initial states and goals.

In addition, the same simulation configuration will be repeated 5 times. Theoretically, the same planning

problem with the same domain configuration will always result in the same plan by the same planner,

therefore 1 time will be sufficient. However, we choose to run 5 times because we need to consider that

our adaption to the APP will result in certain randomness as some transitions will require a different

planning problem each time, leading to different state trajectory and resulting world state due to the

conditional action effects caused by the possible sensor’s update to the current world state. In this case,

there is no need to take the average of any data from the same configuration as the planning problems for

each simulation configuration could be different due to the randomness, we will simply show the results

of all 5 repetitions. Running each configuration more than 5 times will further minimize the influence of

the randomness on our conclusion. However, after some preliminary experiments, we consider running

each configuration more times will not be meaningful and critical to the result analysis.

The data we will collect from the simulation is the total time taken from the start to the end for each

simulation configuration. This total time includes the time taken for the ROS program to start, the time

taken for the autonomous agent to continuously go through 21 transitions during which it reason the next

goal at each program state, the time taken to calculate the plan during online realization and the time

taken to dispatch and execute the plan for each transition. In addition, the single data of the total time

can be broken down into several different time duration and recorded separately. They are:
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• The total time taken for the planners to calculate the plan for the online plan realization of all 21

transitions during the simulation. This will tell us whether the time taken by the planners alone is

significant. For the two anytime planners, the time taken will always be the timeout limit, which

is much longer than the two non-anytime planners. This will allow us to find out in the context of

deploying the system, whether spending extra time with the two anytime planners on the domain

using plan metric allows us to find a better plan which might reduce the total time taken.

• The time taken for dispatching and executing the actions. The execution of plans will take time in the

simulator, and a less optimized plan will take more time to execute. This allows us to quantitatively

compare the effect of plans with different quality. Combine with the total time taken by the planners,

the results will give us a suggestion about the trade-off, that is whether the time saved on the execution

of the optimized plan can compensate the extra time taken by the anytime planners. This part can

be further broken down into two different time duration:

1) The time spent on dispatching and executing the (move) actions. In the domain modelling, the

action cost is essentially equivalent to the routing distance for the farmbot to complete all the

tasks. The cost is incurred only when the Farmbot is moving from one position to the other, so

the action cost will only occur when the simulator is executing the action (move). Therefore,

this time is correlated to and can be used to represent the total action cost. It will combine the

time taken for all the (move) actions in the 21 plans executed for the 21 transitions. Taking this

out alone will allow us to analyze the plan quality between different planners and the impact

of that on the whole execution time. This is the part where the plan quality can be optimized,

a plan with worse quality will mean that more time is spent on the action (move) by taking a

less optimal route.

2) The remaining dispatching and executing time, which is the part that cannot be optimized.

Taking it out and inspecting it alone will allow us to identify and isolate the factors that are

not influenced by the plan quality, and allow us to have a more accurate conclusion regarding

whether the action cost is necessary.

• The remaining time of the total time taken for each simulation. This includes some program overheads

as well as the overheads of the APP. Inspecting this part alone will allow us to show that whether

our adaption and implementation of the APP and the rest of the system add additional time complexity.

Since the time taken by the planners will be taken into consideration, setting the timeout limit carefully

for the two anytime planners is crucial. According to the result analysis of the benchmarking experiment,

generally for the problem size of 15, the time taken for the last found plan is generally less than 5 seconds.
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It is meaningless to let the planner continue to run after that because it generally cannot find any more

plan afterward. For the problem size of 50, we decide that 30 seconds for the Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and

50 seconds for LAMA according to Figure 25. Therefore, we will allow 5 seconds timeout limit for the

two anytime planners over the second PDDL domain on simulation configuration involving the smaller

garden layout (15 position objects) and 30 seconds for Dual-BFWS-LAPKT and 50 seconds for LAMA

on the larger layout (50 position objects).

The direct observation of the simulation is also important, we will discuss any significant observation

later in the discussion. The experiment will be run on the same desktop computer as the one used for

the benchmarking experiment above, the additional specification will includes a GPU of ASUS GeForce

RTX 3080 TUF as the simulator is built on a game engine.

B. Infrastructure for Simulation and Implementation

1) Implementation of the simulator and integration with the ROS project

The simulator is implemented in the Unity Engine [20] as a 3D project. Figure 32 is a screenshot of

the Unity scene showing the virtual Farmbot in the simulator. The 3D CAD model was provided as a free

resource by the official Farmbot provider [73], whereas all additional components, including the scripting,

moving animation etc. in the simulator have been implemented from scratch and will be made publicly

available.
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Fig. 32: The Farmbot simulator, screenshot taken during a simulation run,

part of the garden already has plants and weeds

Back in Figure 26, we also showed how the planning components based on ROS are combined with

the Farmbot. For the simulation, the real Farmbot is replaced by the simulator. That means the simulation

infrastructure is consisted of 2 components: the Unity project, which is the simulator itself and the

aforementioned ROS project that combines agent planning program, planning, and plan dispatching. These

2 components are bridged using a Unity package [74] provided by the official Unity developer, which

allows the Unity to communicate with ROS using the same publish and subscribe message protocol like

ROS. The low-level message conversion, serializing and de-serializing will be handled by the package

and the user treat the whole system as within the ROS message system. The simulator functions like

the real Farmbot, it will receive and execute dispatched actions and provide feedback. However, different

from the real Farmbot, we can directly utilize the same message protocol as ROS and minimize the

complication of relaying message from ROS to MQTT, and vice versa. The original action interface will

also need to be slightly modified, the general implementation is still the same, except that it will just take

the dispatched action from the planning system, then instruct the simulator instead of the real Farmbot.

Figure 33 illustrates the architecture of the entire simulation infrastructure, extending from Figure 26 and

Figure 27.
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Fig. 33: High-level architecture of the entire simulation infrastructure,

including the aforementioned ROS project that incorporates the agent

planning program and the modified action interface for the simulator

2) The process of simulation program

The whole process of the simulation can be summarized as follows. Once the ROS project starts, the

agent planning program will start from the initial program state, then start the transition by reasoning

about the next transition goal, creating the next planning problem and finding the plan, then it dispatch the

plan for the simulator to execute, complete that transition and move to the next program state. It goes on

for 21 transitions before that simulation end while the relevant data is collected. The same thing will be

done on all 8 configurations over 2 domains, 4 planners (2 for each domain) and 2 garden layouts. Each

configuration will be repeated 5 times. Figure 34 is a process diagram that illustrates the whole process.
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Fig. 34: Process diagram of the simulation

3) How the moisture level is simulated

As mentioned in section VII-B, the modelling and implementation decision allows the dynamic state

trajectory of certain transitions and the resulting world state of those transitions to be dependent on the

sensor readings. Specifically the plan that check the moisture of all the plants will result in a dynamic

initial world state for the next transition where some plants require watering and others do not. Therefore,

we need a mechanism in the simulator that updates the soil moisture level of each plant, and provides the

controlling program a way to determine the moisture and update the ROSplan knowledge base accordingly

when dispatching the action (check need water).
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Therefore, we create a Unity script dedicated for this, and assign it to every existing plant objects in

the simulator. It will keep a variable that indicates the moisture level of the soil around this plant. This

variable will be instantiated to some certain initial value, and will be reduced by certain amount per

unit time, which simulates the losing of soil moisture over time. Each time the (check need water) is

dispatched to the simulator, it will compare this variable to a pre-defined threshold. If this comparison

indicates a less-than relationship, the current world state in the knowledge base will be updated with the

proposition (need-water) for that corresponding plant, and otherwise if the variable is higher than the

threshold. When the (water plant) action is dispatch, this variable of the corresponding plant object will

be increased by certain amount.

There are several parameters for simulating the moisture level:

• Initial moisture level when the script is assigned.

• The amount to reduce the moisture level per unit time.

• The time unit to reduce the moisture level by certain amount.

• The threshold by which whether the plant requires watering is determined

• The amount of moisture added each time the (water plant) is executed on the corresponding plant

object

After some preliminary experiment, these five parameters are set to 20, 0.02, 1 second, 50 and 10

respectively. Since the major interest of this simulation is to evaluate the whole system, therefore these

values are selected based on our decision to make sure that we can cover as many scenarios as possible.

For example, if the moisture is losing extremely slow, then for the entire simulation, all the plants would

probably never require watering and we always see the exact same planning problem for the same transition

and hence, does not enable us to see how the online plan realization work from the same program state

in response to the different initial world state.

4) How the weed is simulated

Similar to the soil moisture, the simulator will need to simulate a mechanism where weeds can occur

and impact the state trajectory for certain transitions, which causes the dynamic corresponding world state

to some program state. More precisely the transitions that require the agent to detect weeds and remove

them. Since the existence of weeds are represented as proposition (weed-at) in the planning problem,

and is added to the world state stored in the knowledge base when there are detected weeds around

every single plant during the execution of action (detect weed) for that corresponding plant. The exact
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simulation mechanism should randomly generate weeds and allow the controlling program to know which

weeds are around which plant, then it can update the knowledge base accordingly.

Therefore, the Unity script created for this simulates weeds in the following process described in

Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Simulate Weeds
parameter : spawn rate, loop rate, r

while True do

for plant ∈ ExistingP lantsinGarden do /* For each existing plant in the garden */

ran← Random(0, 1);

/* generate a random number between 0 and 1 */

if ran > spawn rate then /* spawn_rate is the probability of whether to spawn a

weed */

spawn position← RandomlyChoosePosition(r, plant);

/* r is the radius of a circle around the plant where the new weed

should be spawned within, it can be done with the Unity API:

Random.insideUnitCircle * r + plant.position */

newly spawn weed← InstantiateWeed(spawn position);

/* spawn a weed prefab at position spawn_position */

plant.weeds← plant.weeds ∪ newly spawn weed ;

/* each plant object in the simulator maintain a list that contains the

weeds belonging to this plant, when the action (detect_weed) is

executed on the current plant, it will be used to update the

knowledge base with the propositions indicating the existence of

these weeds, their corresponding objects and positions in the

knowledge base and the simulator will also be created. When the

(remove_weed) is executed, the weed will be removed from the list

and all its corresponding propositions in the knowledge base and the

game objects in the simulator will be removed */

end

end

Sleep for some time before the next iteration so the loop rate of the while loop matches loop rate;

/* having the weeds being spawned too frequent is not realistic */

end
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The parameters for simulating weeds are:

• The loop rate of the repeating the whole weed-generating process. It will help control the frequency

of seeing newly generated weeds.

• The spawn rate of weeds, which is a probability to decide whether a weed should be spawn around

each plant at each iteration of the while loop. It will also help control the frequency of new weeds,

but the different is that this will result in intended uneven distribution of weeds for each simulation.

Some plants will have more weeds than other. It allows the next transition to start from different

initial world states after the once plan is executed to detect all the weeds due to the random weed

generation and hence, cover more possible world states for us to evaluate how well the agent achieve

the sequence of continuous transitions.

• The horizontal radius to consider when a new weed is spawn around each plant. This is for controlling

how far away the newly spawn weed is from the plant visually, and it help simulating how the real

Farmbot will detect the existence of threat of a weed to a plant, which is by checking the soil surface

within certain radius of that plant using the camera and computer vision and reporting feedback that

can be use to update the knowledge base.

After some preliminary experiment, these parameters are set to 3 loops per minute (0.05 hz), 0.1, and

10 cm (in Unity world scale, where the 1.8m x 6m garden bed and Farmbot is also re-sized to the Unity

world scale). These parameters are decided so that the spawning of weeds is visually realistic. More

importantly, the simulation of weeds based on these selected values simulates the random initial world

state that allows us to observe how the online plan realization can handle dynamic world states at the

exact program state and enable the autonomous agent to continuously traverse through transitions in the

APP.

C. Results and Discussion

The simulation shows the sequence of transitions and continuous planning for the new goals. The

Farmbot completed all the 21 transitions and perform the tasks as expected. Once one transition was

traversed, it continued to the next one by correctly selecting the next goal and successfully computing

the plan which enables the next transition to the desired program state. The resulting plan realization

can be produced from the concatenation of a sequence of planning problems, plans, program states and

world states as mentioned in section VII-C3. Furthermore, all the planning problems in the benchmarking

experiment above only shows one type of tasks which involves similar initial states. In the simulation,
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the agent encounters different planning problems with different initial states. All the planning problems

are successfully solved, indicating that the planning domains we proposed are appropriate.

The data we collect from the simulation is attached as Table IV in Appendix D, it contains the total time

taken for the each simulation trial. Furthermore, the total time taken is constituted of multiple different

time duration, this includes the time taken for planners to find plans, the total dispatching and execution

time for each plan, and the time taken for other overheads such as the APP and the goal reasoning, they

are also recorded separately in Table IV. The total dispatching and execution time is further separated and

recorded into two columns: (1) the total time spent on dispatching and executing all the (move) actions

that enable the Farmbot to travel between position objects and complete the task and (2) the rest of the

dispatching and execution time spent by other actions. The former is directly correlated to the plan cost

as mentioned before. For now on, for convenience, we will refer to this time in (1) directly as ’cost’.

To interpret the data, we produce clustered and stacked bar plots in the following way: we stack the bar

of different colors showing the numeric quantity of the each time duration that constitute the single total

time taken for each simulation. We plot the data of each repetition of the same simulation configuration

into such a stacked bar and cluster all 5 repetitions of the same simulation configuration together. Figure

35 and Figure 36 are the resulting plots, the horizontal axis represents the different planners on their

respective PDDL domain and has no numeric scale whereas the vertical axis is the total time taken for

each simulation configuration measured in seconds. In addition, the data for each of the two different

garden layouts are separated, therefore Figure 35 shows the results in the small garden with 15 position

objects and Figure 36 shows the results in the large garden with 50 position objects.
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Fig. 35: Clustered and stacked bar plots showing the results of the total

time taken (s) of the simulation on small size garden layout with 15

position objects. The total time taken is separated into 4 different time

duration stacked together. The ’Cost’ is the aforementioned combined

time taken for dispatching and executing the (move) action, whereas the

Execution time (excl. cost) is just the dispatching and execution time for

the remaining actions
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Fig. 36: Clustered and stacked bar plots showing the results of the total

time taken (s) of the simulation on small size garden layout with 50

position objects.

The first observation from these two plots is that the time taken by the planners (the green bar in Figure

35 and Figure 36 and the data of ’Time taken by planner’ in Table D) is just a very insignificant portion

compared to the total time cost. For the two planners on the pure classical domain, the planner time cost

is invisible on the chart where the total time for the entire simulation can easily surpass hours. For the

two anytime planners, because the time taken is considered as the entirety of the timeout limit instead of

the actual time when the last plan is found within the timeout limit, the time is significantly larger than

the non-anytime planners. However, compare to the total time, it is still considered a negligible portion

and is merely visible.

In contrast to the time taken by the planners, the absolute majority of the time was spent on dispatching

and executing the plan (orange and blue bar in Figure 35 and Figure 36 and the data of ’Cost’ and ’Time for

plan dispatching and execution (excl. cost)’ in Table D). By comparing the difference of total time between

them, we can observe that the quality of the plan is extremely important and is the main determining

factor to the efficiency of the farmbot at performing tasks because it affects the time taken for dispatching

and executing the plan. Longer time cost on executing actions means more energy, such as electricity is
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also spent. The LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT are clearly spending less time on it because the plans

they found are more optimal. The results are generally compatible to that of the benchmarking experiment

above, that is the LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT have similar results, FF is slightly worse by around

2 to 3 hundred second when the garden layout size, or essentially the problem size and complexity is

small, and the become even more worse compared to the two anytime planners when the problem size

become larger, where its spent around 2500 seconds more time on the simulation completing essentially

the same tasks. The BFWS, on the other hand, is evidently much worse than others. It has almost double

the time cost compared to the two anytime planners even when the garden is small, and almost 5 times

more cost on the large garden layout.

The evidence we extract from the results strongly indicates the usefulness of action cost plan metric

and the corresponding planners at producing more optimal plans and reduce the time and energy cost on

executing such plans. From direct observation during the process of the simulation, we found that with

BFWS, the Farmbot completely ignored the order it visits the plant objects in the garden bed 2. Usually,

after it finished the task at one plant, instead of moving to the closest one next to it and shorten the

overall traveling distance, it would sometimes move all the way across the garden to the furthest one on

the other side.

With the simulation, we can visualize the negative impact of the less optimal plans more effectively,

through considering the dispatching and execution time cost also observing the behaviour of Farmbot

during the simulation. In the benchmarking experiment, we could not make a decisive conclusion on

whether the second domain using plan metric is superior to the first one in all scenarios. This is because

anytime planners take significantly more time to compute and optimize the plan than the non-anytime

planners, and the FF performs much better than the BFWS and plans found by FF are not that worse than

those of the two anytime planners compared to the BFWS especially when the problem sizes are small.

Therefore, we said that FF with the first classical domain can be considered over the anytime planners

on the second domain with plan metric under certain scenarios especially when there is time constraint

for the planners. However, after considering the dispatching and execution time in the simulation. We

found out that the dominating factor is the dispatching and execution time, which is directly influenced

by the plan quality. In comparison, the time taken by planners to compute and optimize plan is just a very

insignificant portion. The two anytime planners on the second PDDL domain with plan metric is evidently

2A video clip showing part of the simulation using the BFWS planner: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZXIUXKoJVM. After placing

all the seeds (after around 0:55), the plan taken by the Farmbot to visit all the position and check the soil moisture is not optimal.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZXIUXKoJVM
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more effective and taking less total time during the simulation because their plans are more optimal. The

timeout limit of the two anytime planners is perfectly acceptable because the plan quality is much more

crucial to the overall efficiency. In the benchmarking experiment, we show that the timeout limit of 90

seconds is more than enough to optimize plans for problem size up to 100. With this comparatively

insignificant time expense in exchange for a much shorter dispatching and execution time, the FF planner

on the first pure classical domain now shows no advantage, even when the problem size is relatively

small and the hFF , as explained in the benchmarking experiment, is sensitive to the cost. Therefore, we

can conclude that the second PDDL domain with action cost plan metric allows us to improve the plan

quality significantly and the improvement can compensate the extra planner time cost. Although, during

the simulation, we could still observe some occasions where the plans found by the anytime planners

were not taking the optimal steps, they were still much better in results.

Furthermore, according to Table IV in the appendix, the actual time taken for both anytime planners

to find plans was much smaller than the timeout limit. Both LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT only took

around 11 to 14 seconds to find the last found plan for all their simulation on the large garden layout

with 50 position objects, suggesting that there is more room to reduce the total time cost for both anytime

planners.

The second observation is that the time taken for other overheads, including the time complexity of

the agent planning program (red bar in Figure 35 and Figure 36 and the data of ’Other time taken’ in

Table D) is also very insignificant and invisible on the chart. In the corresponding data displayed in Table

D, even though the fluctuations exist, we did not observe any pattern and trend that differentiate them

significantly. Combine with the success of continuous planning and transitions between program states

demonstrated in the simulation, this is suggesting that the APP is able to find a solution in the form of

online plan realization while not generating additional time complexity that is correlated to the specific

planner or domain.

Another observation worth mentioning is that the blue bar, which is the plan dispatching and executing

time excluding the move action is the most dominating portion in the stacked bar. This is because the

remaining actions also take a significant amount of time to execute, especially with actions like removing

weeds, whose animations in the simulation take a considerable amount of time to execute around each

plant. However an interesting observation is that the size of these blue portions is seemingly correlated to

their corresponding orange portion in the same stacked bar. In theory, the orange portion is the time taken
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for dispatching and executing the action move, which is the only optimizable part by the plan metric in

our PDDL modelling and correlates to the total plan cost. The blue portion, on the other hand, should

stay similar between all trials on the same garden layout because the remaining actions carried out by

the Farmbot to complete the same tasks are similar. After carefully examining the simulation process,

we found the reason. That is, due to the way we simulate the water and the weeds, if the previous

transitions take longer, the later plans computed online for enabling the same transition in the APP will

find more weeds spawn around the same plant object and hence, the action to remove weeds will take

longer. Similarly, more plants will have their moisture level below the threshold and require watering,

taking more time for the Farmbot to reach the same transition goal. The randomness in which we simulate

the spawning of weeds also contribute to the main reason of the fluctuations in time taken between the

5 repetitions of the same configuration.

We consider this as a limitation to the current domain modelling, which the domain and the planner

fail to capture these external events in the environment. We will discuss it in detail when we propose

future extensions later in section IX. In addition, we think the way we simulate the environment in the

simulator does not imitate the real world adequately. This is considered another limitation which we will

discuss later. However, we still consider our observation and discussion regarding the experiment reliable.

Firstly, we combine the results from the benchmarking, and analyze the effectiveness of plan metric from

multiple different experiments. Secondly, what is considered adequate for this simulation is a tool that

can receive the dispatched actions, provide feedback of executions to enable the updates of the world

states and the transitions of the program states that allow us to observe the traversing of the APP and

plan realization over our PDDL domains. The realism of the simulation is not critical to this experiment.

Thirdly, the plan execution and dispatching in the simulator is accelerated compared to that on a real

Farmbot. The real platform moves its gantry much more slowly and hence, the time taken for dispatching

and executing plans is much longer. However, other time, such as the time taken by planners and the

APP will likely be the same when the system is running on a real Farmbot. Therefore, our discussion

and conclusion that the planner time is insignificant is still valid. It is reasonable to spend time and find

a perfect plan. Furthermore, in the future, much of the effort should be dedicated into improving the

modelling and inventing better plan metric to allow better plans to be generated instead of worrying the

complexity it brings to the planners. The evidence we have are sufficient for us to answer our research

questions in the next section.
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IX Conclusion
In this section, we conclude this research project and summarize the thesis. We will answer our research

questions and state the significance and contributions of our project. Finally, we will analyze the limitations

of this project and propose future directions that can be studied as the research topics in future projects.

A. Conclusion and Answering RQs

Classical planning is both a well-developed and novel area in the field of artificial intelligence. On

one hand, theoretical study dates back to 1970s [3] and already becomes mature, on the other hand,

compared to other emerging AI topics such as artificial neural network [75], which is developing rapidly

and becoming ubiquitous in daily life, real world applications of classical planning and mature tools

such as PDDL is relatively limited due to the lack of commercial planners and industry uptake. Planning

is a general area of study that aims to give agent autonomy in making decision, this is fundamentally

challenging as the real world environment is complex and stochastic, the world state is continuous rather

than discrete. These factors limit the scope to apply such a technique, to construct a model, researchers

need to consider the level of details of the world state to be captured, the way to represent the world state

in the conjunction set of propositions and the change of the world state in the form of STRIPS actions.

Any attempt to apply classical planning to a specific real world problem is a step forward in this research

area and pushes the uptake of planning technology in real-world problems. In section IV of this research,

we proposed the PDDL domain that models the planning problems on Farmbot, and demonstrated how it

can be modelled, including how to capture various aspects of the state of the environment and Farmbot in

the domain propositions and represent the state change caused by the available actions on Farmbot in the

form of domain actions. We also utilized the plan metric, which is an extensive feature of PDDL beyond

the pure STRIPS classical planning model in a meaningful way to optimize the solutions of the planning

problems on Farmbot and demonstrated its usefulness through experiments in section V and section VIII.

In section VII, we applied and adapted the novel concept of agent planning program to overcome the

limitation of the conventional planning problems, which is that they can only achieve one goal at a time,

and we enabled the Farmbot to form multiple planning problems continuously and autonomously decide

the goal for the next planning problem. The resulting software system we implemented in this research

was evaluated through a simulation in section VIII and it demonstrated the ability of the system to form

meaningful planning problems continuously, which generates valid plans over the proposed domains that

enable the Farmbot to accomplish a sequence of tasks.
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We provide answers to our research questions as follows:

RQ 1: Can we successfully model the appropriate domain on Farmbot using PDDL to enable the

automatic generation of task-accomplishing sequences of actions by domain-independent planners?

The answer is affirmative, the case on Farmbot satisfies all the assumptions of the classical planning.

The environment is fully observable. Their actions, if applied successfully, will have deterministic results.

Unexpected accidents can happen which will lead to unexpected action effects to the world state, but it

will always be failure that will require manual intervention. Therefore, it is not part of the assumptions

critical to the success of modelling. Even though the real world environment of the Farmbot is continuous,

the parameters to each action can still be represented in discrete propositions, including the coordinates

in the garden bed. Through a series of evaluation, our domain modelling enables those sequences of

actions to be generated by domain-independent planners (BFWS, FF, LAMA and Dual-BFWS-LAPKT),

and these sequences of actions are the expected ones to be used for instructing the Farmbot to accomplish

the relevant tasks.

RQ 2: Does the action cost plan metric allow us to improve the plan quality significantly and the

improvement can compensate the extra modelling effort and planner complexity?

The answer is affirmative. Through the benchmarking experiment and the simulation, we clearly see

the difference between with and without using the plan metric. The plan quality, measured by the total

moving distance of Farmbot’s gantry to accomplish certain tasks is significantly better if the plan metric

is enabled. If the time taken to dispatch and execute the plan is considered, the extra time spent by the

anytime planners for solving the domain with plan metric is almost negligible. In additions, the extra

modelling effort required to define the metrical functions in the PDDL problem files, more precisely, all

the (move-distance ?x ?y) predicates between every pair of the position objects can be easily generated

using a script with the provided garden layout and the distance function. Furthermore, for the pure classical

domain (the first domain), the FF planner will compute plans with better quality than the BFWS as the

hFF heuristic will consider the future cost of the plan when selecting the next search node to expand,

contrasting to the novelty, which is less informed and sometimes ’blind’, but, BFWS can be used in certain

scenarios because of the speed, such as being used as the first search algorithm in Dual-BFWS-LAPKT to

quickly find the first plan based on which the following search algorithm can optimize. For the classical

domain with plan metric (second domain), we cannot certainly compare the 2 anytime planners, because

their results from both the benchmarking and the simulation are very similar. However, this is not a

problem since that is not the main aim of this research. They are both top-tier state-of-the-art planners
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with close performance in the previous IPC [51] and they have never phased out each other in the current

situation.

RQ 3: Can the agent planning program (APP) be adapted for goal reasoning and synthesizing multiple

planning problems over the proposed domain on Farmbot?

The answer is affirmative. In this project, we proposed the APP over our domains and demonstrated

through the simulation its ability to allow the agent to formulate a sequence of transitions that enables

continuous planning. The realization of the APP was found as the concatenation of alternating planning

for the next goal and plan execution for the transitioning to the next program state. Our strategy for goal

reasoning and tie breaking allows the agent to successfully select the next goals in a meaningful way.

In conclusion, this project is considered a successful research project that proposes a solution to apply

classical planning in a new domain. We not only address the aims of this research, but also add values

to the field of AI planning and open up many options for the future study that might extend upon the

foundation laid by our work.

B. Significance and Contributions

We consider the contributions and significance of this research project as follows. First and foremost,

this project introduces a new research problem that has real world significance, which is to apply classical

planning technique to automate agricultural process. We successfully utilize an existing platform: Farmbot,

which is the most appropriate choice to implement such an application targeting small scale farming. The

accomplishment serves as a proof of concept that explores many aspects in such a new research problem,

including the approach to model the PDDL, the methods for conducting experiments, the proposed APP

to enable autonomous agent to continuously synthesize planning problems and execute the plans, and the

architecture and solution to integrate the system to the real physical platform. All these methodologies

serve as important references for future study that continue the exploration into this new domain.

In addition to introducing the new problem and being the first work in this area, our work is likely to

be of interest to several communities around the world. Firstly, the Farmbot is an open-source hardware

platform that has a considerable community dedicated to it. Our work integrates other international open

standards such as ROS, PDDL to Farmbot, and demonstrate to this community a way to adopt classical

planning for automation on Farmbot. We potentially extend the functionalities of this platform, and present
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an openly available automated farming solution to the worldwide communities.

Secondly, goal reasoning has long been a foundation for the research and development of intelligent

agents [65]. In this research, we extend the agent planning program in a meaningful way for goal reasoning.

Also, the ROS project is essentially an implementation of an interactive goal reasoning program. Our

experimentation and implementation in this research adds value to the relevant areas and might be of

interest to the research community focused on goal reasoning in AI planning. Furthermore, to the best

of our knowledge, this project is the first work that takes the agent planning program beyond theoretical

study and applies it to a specific problem. This is important to this new knowledge proposed back in 2017

as our work helps validate the theoretical work and points out the limitations when it is applied to a real

world scenario. Many other researchers who are interested in applying agent planning programs might

consider the value of our work.

Thirdly, the significance of this project is not just limited to the field of computer science and AI

planning. In the area of digital agriculture, researchers are aiming to automate the agricultural process

and apply digital technologies on specific platforms including the Farmbot. We already received attention

from the departments of food science and digital agriculture in the university of Melbourne, who are

interested in utilizing new sensor systems to enable automation on the same platform. They can directly

extend our work to incorporate other actions on Farmbot that utilize their sensors.

Last but not least, the infrastructure we created through this research, both the ROS project3 and the

simulator4 provides a foundation to work on for those communities mentioned above who are interested

to extend our work. In particular, the simulator allows fast development and evaluation in the future. Our

works enable the future research that aims to perfect such a system to a fully automated farming solution

targeting small-scale urban agriculture. We will continue to maintain these projects in the future. Fur-

thermore, through this research, we identify many current limitations of our work and possible directions

for future extensions, which open up many options and opportunities for future research topics. We will

discuss them in the remaining part of this thesis below.

3https://github.com/The-Kharsair-Empire/ROSfarm.git, will be made available as soon as we tidy it up
4https://github.com/The-Kharsair-Empire/Farmbot Simulator.git

https://github.com/The-Kharsair-Empire/ROSfarm.git
https://github.com/The-Kharsair-Empire/Farmbot_Simulator.git
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C. Weaknesses and Future Works

Even though the significance and contributions of this project are numerous, we still consider this

research as an experimentation and a proof of concept and new techniques that focuses on breadth rather

than depth. We recognize and identify many limitations of this research that we could not address due to

many constraints of this one-year master research project, such as time and resources. These will be the

options for possible directions of future extensions and research topics.

Firstly, the original research plan aimed to deploy and evaluate the system on a real Farmbot platform.

Prior to the start of the first semester this year, a real Farmbot was installed on the rooftop of Building

170, Parkville, University of Melbourne, of which Figure 1 was taken. However, because of a series of

unexpected difficulties accessing it, including the lockdown policy caused by the pandemic, we switched

the evaluation to a simulator. Due to the absence of a Farmbot simulator, we had to create our own.

However, because of the time constraint, we could not perfect our simulator. There are problems with this

simulation tool, especially with respect to the realism compared to the actual platform, as many parameters

were selected in an arbitrary way. One of the future extensions would be to deploy and evaluate the system

on the real Farmbot, observe the performance in a real world environment and gather evidence to validate

the conclusion made in this research project.

Another direction is to continue the improvement of the simulator and put emphasis on realism. This

includes proposing better algorithms and techniques for simulating various aspects such as moisture,

weed growth, plant growth and even whether system and mechanical failures etc. Therefore, researchers

who might be interested in conducting experiment in simulation will have a more realistic and accurate

simulator.

Secondly, in the PDDL domain modelling in this project, we only considered the default actions available

to the Farmbot. Since Farmbot is an open source platform and its potential can be enlarged through

customization, having custom actions to achieve additional functionalities such as installing new custom

tools and using custom sensors are allowed. Modern digital agriculture is a complex coordination and

integration of many sensors and actuators [28]. To finally achieve a working solution that can autonomously

monitor, manage and respond to the various events in the garden bed, the default actions and hardware

are not sufficient. In the future, new research might propose new sensors and tools which enable new

actions, the planning domains on Farmbot should therefore integrate them.
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In addition, PDDL has many extensive features and language standards beyond the pure classical

domain, the plan metric in PDDL2.1 [5] is just one of them. Throughout the majority of this year, we

considered most of them unnecessary. We tried temporal domain semantics, which is another PDDL2.1

feature that introduces the concepts of duration and temporal dependency to each domain actions. In

short, temporal domain will allow the individual actions in the plan to have duration information, and

it is useful for time-critical action dispatching and parallelizable actions. It is unnecessary for us as the

duration information does not improve plan quality, specially as plans are sequential (only one actuator

at a given time) on Farmbot and can be efficiently computed using plan costs, meanwhile the temporal

domains require a class of much more complicated planners that have significantly more time complexity.

We also tried numeric propositions, which also comes with PDDL2.1 standard, but we did not find

meaningful use and hence, removed it from our proposed domains. However, towards the end of this

project, especially when we were conducting the simulation, we started to recognize the potential value

of numeric propositions, also the continuous processes and events, which are the features introduced in

PDDL+ standard [6]. One limitation we mentioned in the discussion of simulation in section VIII-C is

that our domains fail to capture the activities that are happening in the environment, these activities are

external and commonly referred to as exogenous events. The continuous processes and events introduced

in PDDL+ can be used for the purpose of modelling these external activities, such as the spawning of

weeds and the change of moisture of each plant object so that the planners will be aware of those factors

and make plans accordingly. Furthermore, with numeric propositions, the addition of moisture at each

(water plant) action can be modelled as variable instead of a fixed amount. Our domains proposed in this

project are not aware of these factors and hence, can be extended using such PDDL features to improve the

expressiveness. These are just some possible future improvements to the domain modelling, due to time

constraint, we missed the opportunity to experiment them in this project. The lesson learnt is that we should

consider all the aspects of a planning domain more thoroughly, including the aforementioned exogenous

events before we start modelling, a more experienced PDDL user would likely propose a domain that will

capture those aspects. In this project, we explored the meaningful way to apply the feature of plan metric.

In the future, those additional features should be explored, and similar benchmarking experiments to this

project should be conducted to evaluate the usefulness of those features and find the suitable planner that

can solve the planning domain with those features.

Thirdly, the adaptation to the agent planning program can be unsafe. It is possible that the goal reasoning

cannot find an available transition from a program state. Furthermore, even if an available transition is

found, because we relax the original APP to allow multiple different world states to correspond to a single
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program state, there might not be any valid plan that exists for the current transition. This problem is not

crucial to the success of this research as we were not aiming for a safety-critical system, but this might

be a problem to the eventual success of the whole automated farming system that must be addressed. The

handling of this ’exception’ can be a research question on its own in the future.

Furthermore, regarding to the agent planning program, if we apply additional PDDL features such

as numeric propositions in our planning domain, the agent planning program over this domain might

potentially have infinite world states. Currently, if a valid solution of an APP can be defined, which is a

plan realization, the world state must be finite. This give rise to anther future direction, which is to explore

the possible solution of plan realization of APP over such a planning domain with numeric propositions

and infinite world states.

Last but not least, as we mentioned in the benchmarking experiment, the BFWS can easily be modified

to be cost-sensitive. This is another future direction to extend the current work, and test this modified

planner on the pure STRIP classical domain. Our hypothesis is that it will perform better than the original

BFWS in terms of the plan quality, it might be similar to the FF planner, but it is very unlikely to surpass

that of the two anytime planners using the action cost plan metric.
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Appendix
A. The Classical Planning Domain on Farmbot

(define (domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:requirements

:strips

:typing

)

(:types

position

plant

seed

weed

tool

toolholder

seedcontainer

)

(:predicates

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x - position)

(carry-tool ?t - tool)

(carry-camera)

(tool-at ?x - position ?t - tool)

(tool-rack-at ?tr - toolholder ?t - tool ?x - position)

(no-plant-at ?x - position)

(plant-at ?x - position ?p - plant)

(checked-weed-exist ?x - position)

(weed-at ?x - position ?w - weed ?p - plant)

(weed-removed ?x - position)

(no-weed-at ?x - position)

(carry-seed ?s - seed)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x - position ?c - seedcontainer)

(container-has ?c - seedcontainer ?s - seed)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s - seed ?p - plant)
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(checked-moisture ?x - position ?p - plant)

(need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(not-need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(watered ?x - position ?p - plant)

)

(:constants

seeder wateringnozzle weeder soilsensor - tool

seedtray - seedcontainer

seederrack wateringnozzlerack weederrack soilsensorrack - toolholder

seederPos wateringnozzlePos weederPos soilsensorPos posSeedTray - position

)

(:action move

:parameters (?x ?y - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (farmbot-at ?x))

(farmbot-at ?y)

)

)

(:action pick_up_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool)

:precondition (and

(tool-at ?x ?t)

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (tool-mount-free))

(not (tool-at ?x ?t))

(carry-tool ?t)

)

)
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(:action put_down_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool ?tr - toolholder)

:precondition (and

(carry-tool ?t)

(tool-rack-at ?tr ?t ?x)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-tool ?t))

(tool-mount-free)

(tool-at ?x ?t)

)

)

(:action pick_up_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?c - seedcontainer)

:precondition (and

(container-has ?c ?s)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x ?c)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool seeder)

)

:effect (and

(not (seeder-free))

(carry-seed ?s)

(not (container-has ?c ?s))

)

)

(:action place_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(no-plant-at ?x)

(carry-seed ?s)
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(farmbot-at ?x)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s ?p)

(carry-tool seeder)

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-seed ?s))

(not (no-plant-at ?x))

(seeder-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action check_need_water

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool soilsensor)

)

:effect (and

(checked-moisture ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action water_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(need-water ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(carry-tool wateringnozzle)

)

:effect (and

(not (need-water ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)
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)

)

(:action detect_weed

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(carry-camera)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(tool-mount-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and

(checked-weed-exist ?x)

)

)

(:action remove_weed

:parameters (?x - position ?w - weed ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool weeder)

(weed-at ?x ?w ?p)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (weed-at ?x ?w ?p))

)

)

(:action skip_watering_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(not-need-water ?x ?p)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and
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(not (not-need-water ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action skip_removing_weed

:parameters (?x - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool weeder)

(no-weed-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (no-weed-at ?x))

)

)

)

B. The Classical Planning Domain with Action Cost on Farmbot

(define (domain classical-domain-farmbot-plan-metric)

(:requirements

:strips

:fluents

:typing

)

(:types

position

plant

seed

weed

tool
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toolholder

level

seedcontainer

bin

)

(:predicates

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x - position)

(carry-tool ?t - tool)

(carry-camera)

(tool-at ?x - position ?t - tool)

(tool-rack-at ?tr - toolholder ?t - tool ?x - position)

(no-plant-at ?x - position)

(plant-at ?x - position ?p - plant)

(checked-weed-exist ?x - position)

(weed-at ?x - position)

(weed-removed ?x - position)

(no-weed-at ?x - position)

(carry-seed ?s - seed)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x - position ?c - seedcontainer)

(container-has ?c - seedcontainer ?s - seed)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s - seed ?p - plant)

(bin-at ?x - position ?b - bin)

(checked-moisture ?x - position ?p - plant)

(need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(not-need-water ?x - position ?p - plant)

(watered ?x - position ?p - plant)

)

(:constants

seeder wateringnozzle weeder soilsensor - tool

seedtray - seedcontainer

seederrack wateringnozzlerack weederrack soilsensorrack - toolholder

seederPos wateringnozzlePos weederPos soilsensorPos posSeedTray - position

)
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(:functions

(move-distance ?x - position ?y - position) - number

(total-cost) - number

)

(:action move

:parameters (?x ?y - position)

:precondition (and

(not (= ?x ?y))

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (farmbot-at ?x))

(farmbot-at ?y)

(increase (total-cost) (move-distance ?x ?y))

)

)

(:action pick_up_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool)

:precondition (and

(tool-at ?x ?t)

(tool-mount-free)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (tool-mount-free))

(not (tool-at ?x ?t))

(carry-tool ?t)

)

)

(:action put_down_tool

:parameters (?x - position ?t - tool ?tr - toolholder)
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:precondition (and

(carry-tool ?t)

(tool-rack-at ?tr ?t ?x)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-tool ?t))

(tool-mount-free)

(tool-at ?x ?t)

)

)

(:action drop_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed)

:precondition (and

(bin-at ?x seedbin)

(farmbot-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(seeder-free)

(not (carry-seed ?s))

)

)

(:action pick_up_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?c - seedcontainer)

:precondition (and

(container-has ?c ?s)

(seeder-free)

(container-at ?x ?c)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool seeder)

)

:effect (and

(not (seeder-free))

(carry-seed ?s)
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(not (container-has ?c ?s))

)

)

(:action place_seed

:parameters (?x - position ?s - seed ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(no-plant-at ?x)

(carry-seed ?s)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type ?s ?p)

(carry-tool seeder)

(not (seeder-free))

)

:effect (and

(not (carry-seed ?s))

(not (no-plant-at ?x))

(seeder-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action check_need_water

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool soilsensor)

)

:effect (and

(checked-moisture ?x ?p)

(not (watered ?x ?p))

)

)

(:action water_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and
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(need-water ?x ?p)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

(carry-tool wateringnozzle)

)

:effect (and

(not (need-water ?x ?p))

(not (checked-moisture ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action skip_watering_plant

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(not-need-water ?x ?p)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and

(not (not-need-water ?x ?p))

(not (checked-moisture ?x ?p))

(watered ?x ?p)

)

)

(:action detect_weed

:parameters (?x - position ?p - plant)

:precondition (and

(carry-camera)

(farmbot-at ?x)

(tool-mount-free)

(plant-at ?x ?p)

)

:effect (and

(not (weed-removed ?x))

(checked-weed-exist ?x)
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)

)

(:action remove_weed

:parameters (?x - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool weeder)

(weed-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (weed-at ?x))

(not (checked-weed-exist ?x))

)

)

(:action skip_removing_weed

:parameters (?x - position)

:precondition (and

(farmbot-at ?x)

(carry-tool weeder)

(no-weed-at ?x)

)

:effect (and

(weed-removed ?x)

(not (no-weed-at ?x))

(not (checked-weed-exist ?x))

)

)

)

C. Planning Problems for evaluating the correctness of PDDL modelling

1) Scenario 1

(define (problem scenario1) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home posA posB posC posD pos1 pos2 pos3 - position
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A B C D - plant

seed1 seed2 seed3 seed4 - seed

)

(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(tool-mount-free)

(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(container-has seedtray seed1)

(container-has seedtray seed2)

(container-has seedtray seed3)

(container-has seedtray seed4)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed1 A)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed2 B)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed3 D)

(match-seed-type-n-plant-type seed4 C)

(no-plant-at posA)

(no-plant-at posB)

(no-plant-at posC)

(no-plant-at posD)
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)

(:goal (and

(plant-at posA A)

(plant-at posB B)

(plant-at posC C)

(plant-at posD D)

))

)

2) Scenario 2

(define (problem scenario2) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home posA posB posC posD pos1 pos2 pos3 - position

A B C D - plant

seed1 seed2 seed3 seed4 - seed

)

(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(carry-tool weeder)

(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(plant-at posA A)
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(plant-at posB B)

(plant-at posC C)

(plant-at posD D)

(need-water posA A)

(need-water posB B)

(need-water posC C)

(need-water posD D)

)

(:goal (and

(watered posA A)

(watered posB B)

(watered posC C)

(watered posD D)

))

)

3) Scenario 3

(define (problem scenario3) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home posA posB posC posD pos1 pos2 pos3 - position

A B C D - plant

seed1 seed2 seed3 seed4 - seed

)

(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(carry-tool weeder)

(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)
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(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(plant-at posA A)

(plant-at posB B)

(plant-at posC C)

(plant-at posD D)

)

(:goal (and

(checked-moisture posA A)

(checked-moisture posB B)

(checked-moisture posC C)

(checked-moisture posD D)

(farmbot-at home)

))

)

4) Scenario 4

(define (problem scenario4) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home posA posB posC posD pos1 pos2 pos3 - position

A B C D - plant

seed1 seed2 seed3 seed4 - seed

)

(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(carry-tool weeder)
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(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(plant-at posA A)

(plant-at posB B)

(plant-at posC C)

(plant-at posD D)

)

(:goal (and

(checked-weed-exist posA)

(checked-weed-exist posB)

(checked-weed-exist posC)

(checked-weed-exist posD)

(farmbot-at home)

))

)

5) Scenario 5

(define (problem scenario5) (:domain classical-domain-farmbot)

(:objects

home posA posB posC posD pos1 pos2 pos3 - position

A B C - plant

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 - weed

)
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(:init

(farmbot-at home)

(carry-camera)

(tool-mount-free)

(seeder-free)

(tool-rack-at seederrack seeder seederPos)

(tool-rack-at wateringnozzlerack wateringnozzle wateringnozzlePos)

(tool-rack-at weederrack weeder weederPos)

(tool-rack-at soilsensorrack soilsensor soilsensorPos)

(tool-at seederPos seeder)

(tool-at wateringnozzlePos wateringnozzle)

(tool-at weederPos weeder)

(tool-at soilsensorPos soilsensor)

(container-at posSeedTray seedtray)

(plant-at posA A)

(plant-at posB B)

(plant-at posC C)

(weed-at pos1 w1 A)

(weed-at pos2 w2 B)

(weed-at pos3 w3 B)

)

(:goal (and

(weed-removed pos1)

(weed-removed pos2)

(weed-removed pos3)

))

)
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D. Results Collected From Simulation

TABLE IV: Results of simulation

All time in second, taking at most 4 significant figures after decimal point
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